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0 ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
-ARDEB: Research Support Programmes
-BIC: Business Improvement Centre
-BOREN: National Boren Research Institute
-BRC: British Retail Consosrtium Standard
-CE: Conformity Europeene
-CGF: Credit Guarantee Fund
-CRA: Central Registry Agency
-CIP: The Competitiveness and Innovation Framework Programme
-CISOP: Competitiveness and Innovation Sector Operational Programme
-COSME: The EU Programme for the Competitiveness of SMEs
-DTM: Undersecretariat of Foreign Trade
-EAFRD: European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development
-ECVET: The European Credit System for Vocational Education and Training
-EEN: Enterprise Europe Network
-EIB: European Investment Bank
-EIF: European Investment Fund
-EIP: European Innovation Partnership
-EIT: European Institute of Innovation and Technology
-EMRA: Energy Market Regulatory Authority
-ENPI: European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument
-EOP: Environment Operational Programme
-EPO: European Patent Office
-ERC: European Research Council
-EU: European Union
-EUREPGAP: Good Agricultural Practices
-FET: Future and Emerging Technology
-FTCC: Foreign Trade Capital Company
-HACCP: Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point
-HRDOP: Human Resources Development Operational Programme
-ICT: Information and Communication Technology
-IFS: International Food Standard
-IPA: The Instrument for Pre- Accession Assistance
-IPARD: Instrument for Pre- Accession Assistance Rural Development
-ISO: International Standard Organization
-ITEP: Advanced Technology Patent Support Programme
-İŞGEM: Business Incubator
-İŞKUR: Turkish Labour Agency
-JOP: Joint Operational Programme
-JPO: Japanese Patent Office
-JRC: Joint Research Centre
-KfW: German Development Bank
-KOSGEB: Small and Medium Enterprises Development Organization
-LEIT: Leadership in Enabling and Industrial Technologies
-LIBOR: London Interbank Offered Rate
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-LLL: Life Long Learning
-MNT- ERA.NET: From Micro and Nanoscale Science to New Technologies for Europe
-MSCA: Marie Sklodowska- Curie Action
-NGO: Non- Governmental Organization
-NPO: Non- Profit Organization
-OIZ: Organizes Industrial Zones
-R&D: Research and Development
-SAN-TEZ: Industry Thesis Programme
-SFTC: Sectoral Foreign Trade Company
-SME: Small and Medium Sized Enterprises
-SSP: Social Security Premium
-TDP: Technology Development Project
-TEP: Tons of Oil Equivalents
-TESKOMB: Turkey Central Union of Credit and Guarantee Cooperative Union of Tradesmen and Craftsmen
-TEYDEB: Technology ands Innovation Support Programme
-TKDK: Agriculture and Rural Development Support Institution
-TPE: Turkish Patent Office
-TTGV: Technology Development Foundation of Turkey
-TÜBİTAK: The Sciebtific and Technological Research Council of Turkey
-USPTO: United States Patent and Trademark Office
-VAP: Project of Increasing Efficiency
-VAT: Value Added Tax
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Increasingly globalisation and the rising importance of information and communication technologies represent major
challenges and opportunities for SMEs.
The entrepreneurs and SMEs need the proper entrepreneurial business environment that provides learning new
approache, to access financing, management of human resources, networks, technology, innovation and international
markets. Identifying and implementing the policies that can achieve these goals has become a priority objective for
governments of all countries.
In this framework, promoting a culture of evaluation of SME and entrepreneurship policies and programmes are became
crucial importance. Various support programmes, strategies, inititiatives and tools are established. One of them is
establishment of business incubators. Their goal is to help create and grow enterprises by providing them with
necessary support and technical services. Incubators provide numerous benefits to owners of start- up businesses.
Incubator staff supplies advice and much- needed expertise in developing business.
Business incubators are utmost important in order to create new enterprises. Incubators are set up for various purposes.
Taking consideration of the role of the incubators, numerous, inititiatives in order to establish the incubators were
realized with the leadership of KOSGEB. Created İSGEM model is successfully implemented.
Technical assistance for establishment of 3 business incubatorsin selected regions and development of a network among
incubators in Turkey Project are implemented in this context. The specific objective of the project is to strengthen the
capacity of ISGEM to deliver the services.
This study aims to provide information about current policies, supports and key financial resources in Turkey for
entrepreneurs, SMEsand the ISGEMs themselves. We hope ISGEMs will use the information to improve the services
and activities provided by IŞGEMsProgramme.In the study, national policy framework and strategies are investigated,
explaining the supports for enterprise provided by national and international donors.
This includes:
(i)
information on current plans, Programmes and strategies regarding enterprises and SMEs,
(ii)
the basis for identifying assistance to be EU Horizon 2020 Programme and Instrument for Pre- Accession
I and II,
(iii)
tax and employment facilitates for enterprises provided by Laws,
(iv)
KOSGEB, TUBİTAK, TTGV, İŞKUR and Ministries supports for enterprises
(v)
the supports and opportunities for enterprises provided by Development Agencies and
(vi)
Financial incentives ensured by banks and financial institutions.

2 THE IMPORTANCEOF SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES
Small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are crucial to the economic growth process and play an important role in the
countries overall production and servicenetwork.They can follow the changes in the market conditions more effectively
with their flexible production structure.
The strategic importance of SMEs is today acknowledged around the world for the following reasons:
• small and medium-sized enterprises contribute to employment growth at a higher rate than large firms.
• support for SMEs helps the restructuring of large enterprises by streamlining manufacturing complexes as units
with no direct relation to the primary activity are sold off separately.


SMEs can generate important benefits in terms of creating a skilled industrial base and industries, and
developing a well-prepared service sector capable of contributing to GDP trough higher value-added;

• an increased number of SMEs will bring more flexibility to society and the economy and might facilitate
technological innovation, as well as provide significant opportunities for the development of new ideas and
skills;
• SMEs use and develop predominantly domestic technologies and skills;
• new business development is a key factor for the success of regional reconversion.
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The creation of SMEs is based on the spiral of entrepreneurship. While global competition intensifies, processes of
production and services are increasinglywith ever greater importance given to entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurship
play a key role in economic and social growth, new technology development, alleviation of unemployment and poverty,
reduction of inter-regional differences in terms of development, and international competition. Innovative entrepreneurs
bring much greaterbenefits in these areas. Entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship are critical to the long-term health,
dynamism, prosperity and resilience of any economy.
Due to importance of the entrepreneurship and SMEs, the promotion of SMEs is acknowledged as one of the main
targets of governmentswithnew policies and support initiatives being developed and implemented in all countries.
InsupportingSMEs several actors are responsible for the implementation ofdifferent incentive mechanisms.In recent
years many new financial and non- financial mechanisms and supports have been developed for enterprises. The
ISGEM model is one of these initiatives with an important mission to develop entrepreneurship and economic activities.

3 CURRENT PROGRAMMES, STRATEGIES AND PLANS
Considering the importance of SMEs,variousProgrammes and strategies are being implemented in Turkey. The short
description and issues related to enterprises and SMEs in Government Programmes, strategies and plans are given
briefly in this part.

Vision 2023
and Action
Plan

1-

The Tenth
Development
Plan

62th
Government
Programme

MediumTerm
Programme



SME Strategy and
Action Plan
(2011- 2013)



KOSGEB
Strategic Plan

3.1 Vision 2023
The purpose of the prepared Vision 2023 is;
- To develop recommendations on foreign policy, security, economic, technological and socio- cultural areas
whereTurkey has a vision of whereit should be in relation to the developments in the world in 2023,
- To ensure that by 2023 Turkey take its place on the world stage as a strong and respected governmentwhen the
100th anniversary of the Republic of Turkey will be celebrated.
In this framework various strategy documents were developed including; exports, communication, health and drug,
technological improvement, agriculture- food.

3.2 The Tenth Development Plan
The Tenth Development Plan, covering 2014- 2018 period, was designed to achieve high, stable and inclusive
economic growth and tackle issues such as the rule of law, information society,international competitiveness, human
development,environmental protection and sustainable use of resources.
The Plan consists of four main inclusive chapters;
 QualifiedPeople, Strong Society
 Innovative Production, High and Stable Growth
 Liveable Places, Sustainable Environment
 International Cooperation for Development.
The following points are madeunder the title of the Entrepreneurship and SMEsin the plan:
 SMEsthat mainly consist of tradesmen and craftsmen provide 99.9 % of employees in the private sector, 76% of
the total employment, 54% of the total added value, 50% of the total investment and 56% of the production.
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The main objectives are to increase competitiveness of SMEs and enhance their contribution to economic
growth.In this context, it is essential tosupport high growth or high potential enterprises and those that have,
services or business models.
 The need to increase the number of entrepreneurs and their skills is ongoing, whereas access to finance needs to
be improved considering both supply and demand,
In this framework, the Programme emphasized the followingsubjects:






Entrepreneurial culture will be further improved by disseminating formal and informal Programmes at every
level,
Quantity and quality of incubators, business development centres and accelerators will be improved to better
serve entrepreneurs.Support models will be designedby collaboration of public, private and nongovernmental
institutions,
State support for entrepreneurship and SMEs will be provided on the basis of innovation, productivity and
employment, growth and collaboration, as well as giving priority to women, youth and social
entrepreneurship,
Access to finance for start- ups and SMEs will be facilitated by improving angel investments, venture capital,
credit guarantee fund, applications of micro-finance and by exploring other capital market opportunities.
Essential transformation of artisans and craftsmen enforced by the changing economic and social
circumstances will be supported, while preventing negative impact of malls on smaller artisans and craftsmen.

3.3 62th Government Programme
This Programme aims to accelerate the objectives of Tenth Development Programme and Vision 2023 and foster
structural transformation. The Programme states focus on improvement of entrepreneurship and support for SMEs.
The specific objectives under this approach are;
- Priority sectors will be determined and supportive measures taken,
- Launched short- term loan support for enterprises will continue
- Reduction of social security premium
- Incentives will continue in order to enhanceemployment.
- Under the prepared Entrepreneurship Strategy and Industry Strategy, support will be targeted on
 the power of entrepreneurship,
 capable of easy access to financial markets,
 innovative, competitive and high employment generating business with high value-added
 job creation in businesses
- In this framework, support production and marketing process of products and services based on innovative
ideas, high value- added and brand development will be supported
- Emphasis will be given in providing support to tradesmen and craftsmen; improving credit financing
conditions, reducing tax, employment and other obligations, enhancing training and the consultancy services,
developing innovation and entrepreneurship.

3.4 Medium-Term Programme
Medium Term Programme, which initiates the budget process and covers the period of 2015-2017 is designed to ensure
the necessary breakthrough required to achieve the 2023 goals of a more competitive and innovative country.
The main objective of the Programme is to strengthen macroeconomic and financial stability by increasing growth
performance while keep reducing current account deficit and achieving inflation target.
The directly related measures forenterprises and SMEs under the Programme are summarised below:
- The main strategy for high and stable growth is developing the private sector-led, open, competitive and innovative
production structure,
- SME’s R&D, innovation and export capacity will be developed; moreover, their branding, institutionalization and
development of innovative business models will be supported,
- Quantity, quality and efficiency of incubator and business development centres will be increased,
- Access to finance for SMEs and entrepreneurs will be facilitated by improving alternative financial intermediates.
In this context; there is a strong need for strengthening of SMEs on issues including:
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–adaptation to the strong competition arising from globalisation; sufficient capitalisation, innovation, business and
project development partners,
–to meet these requirements, SMEs will be supported through SME support schemes on entrepreneurship and
innovation, to increase productivity and employment growth,
–by developing new initiatives such as venture capital, individual participation capital, credit guarantee funds, microcredit and capital market opportunities and SMEs access to finance will be facilitated.

3.5 SME Strategy and Action Plan (2011- 2013)
SME Strategy- Action Plan was approved in 7 December 2010. The main objective of the SME Strategy and Action
Plan was to increase the competitiveness of Turkish SMEs. The main objective of the strategy was to enhance the
production level, amount of investment, value added and growth of SMEs.
The major interventions set out in the SME Strategy and Action Plan for Turkey in order to reach this objective are:
-Entrepreneurship development,
-Enterprise Development,
-Integration of SMEs into the International Market,
-Improvement of the Working Environment,
-Development of Technological and Innovation Capacity.
One of the priorities of this plan aimed at increasing SME capacities for qualified human resource employment and
improving management skills. Mostactivities under this action plan are realized but some of them are still on- going.

3.6 KOSGEB Strategic Plan
Strategic Plan defines vision, mission and strategic purposes and targets of KOSGEB.
The plan has three 3 strategic aims:
1- Developing Management Skills and Corporate Competencies of SMEs: The projects supported inaddressing
this strategic aim will reflect the following objectives.
The objectives are;
• to disseminate the use of supports and to increase the effectiveness of provided supports
• to improve the project culture in SMEs
• to develop cooperation with national and international organisations
• to improve the utilization capacity of SMEs foralternative financial resources
• to develop a collaboration working culture between SMEs
2- Increasing activities based on R&D and innovation of SMEs:
The objectives are;
• to raise the awareness on R&D and innovation and extend the supports in this field
• to ensure the economic benefits from R&D and innovation activities
3- Developing entrepreneurship culture and supporting the establishment of new successful enterprises:
Entrepreneurship trainings will be delivered and İSGEMs will be disseminated.
The objectives are;
• to provide the dissemination of entrepreneurial culture to all society
• to acquire the business establishment habit based on business plan
• to improve women entrepreneurship
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4 SUPPORT MECHANISMS
Applied support system to enterprises and SMEs can be summarised as;

SUPPORT
MECHANISMS

General/ Regional
Incentive System

Supports Provided
by Institutions

Thematic
Incentives

4.1 General/ Regional Incentive System
Accordance with the new Incentive system, the main elements of system are;
*Value Added Tax (VAT) Exemption: Investment machinery and equipment imported and/or locally provided within
the scope of the incentive certificate will be VAT exempt. 18% VAT rate is applicable to investment machinery and
equipment provided within the scope of Investment Incentive Certificate, excluding certain cases stipulated in the VAT
Law.
*Customs Duty Exemption: Investment machinery and equipment imported within the scope of the incentive certificate
will be exempted from customs duty set in the Import Regime Decree. The Customs Duty rate stipulated in the Import
Regime Decree depends on the country, while 2% can be considered as the average rate.
*Tax Deduction: Reduced income or corporate tax rates will be imposed on the investor’s income under the incentive
scheme according to the characteristic of the investment until the amount calculated on the basis of government’s
contribution rate, determined by the same scheme and corresponding to a certain percentage of the fixed investment
amount is reached.
The contribution rate to investment refers to the rate of the fixed investment subject to tax deduction, whereas tax
deduction refers to the rate of income or corporate tax to be reduced until the contribution rate is reached.
*Social Security Premium Support for Employer’s Share: This incentive facilitates that for any additional employment
created by an investment with an incentive certificate under Regional, Large Scale and Strategic Investment Incentive
Schemes, the amount corresponding to the employer’s share of the social security premium on legal minimum wage, by
the investor, is covered by the Ministry. In order for an investor to benefit from this support, the project should be
concluded and a completion visa should be granted.
A certain portions of total investment amounts are set as caps for this support measure. For Regional Scheme; ceilings
are 10% for Region 1, 15% for Region 2, 20% for Region 3, 25% for Region 4 and 35% for Region 5. For Large Scale
Scheme; ceilings are 3% for Region 1, 5% for Region 2, 8% for Region 3, 10% for Region 4 and 11% for Region 5. For
Strategic Scheme; ceilings are 15% for all Regions. There is no cap for Region 6.
SSP Support for Employer’s Share aims to reduce labour costs incurred during the operating period. For instance, since
investors are granted 10 year support for the investments made in Region 6 (12 years for organized industrial zones OIZs), they will be exempted from the SSP amount corresponding to the employer’s share of the social security
premium on legal minimum wage for 120 months (140 months for OIZs) for each additional employment created.
*Income Tax Withholding Support: The withholding tax imposed on the income tax of employees will not be levied for
new staff employed for the investments made in Region 6. . This support will be available for the investments in Region
6 only. There is no upper limit for income tax withholding support and it is applicable for 10 years.
-SSP Support (Employee’s Share): This scheme allows for the Ministry to cover the employee’s share of the social
security premium paid by the investor to the Social Security Institution in the amount corresponding to the legal
minimum wage, for additional personnel recruited for new investments in Region 6. This support will be available for
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Regional, Large Scale and Strategic investments in Region 6 only. There is no upper limit regarding the SSP support,
and it is available for 10 years.
*Interest Rate Support: This support will be available for investment loans, borrowed to finance the investment, with a
maturity of at least one year for Regional Investments (Region 3, 4, 5 and 6), Strategic Investments, R&D and
Environment Investments. The Ministry will cover a specific portion of the interest/profit share of the loans that do not
exceed 70% of the fixed investment amount registered on the certificate for a specific period which would not exceed 5
years.
*Land Allocation: Government land will be allocated for investments with incentive certificate under large scale,
strategic and regional incentive schemes in accordance with the rules and principles defined by the Ministry of Finance,
depending on the availability of such land in the provinces where investments are made.
*VAT Refund: VAT collected on the building & construction expenses made for Strategic Investments will be rebated
provided that the fixed investment amount is over 500 million TL.

4.2 Supports Provided by Institutions
The incentives for enterprises are provided by various institutions including; KOSGEB, TUBITAK, İŞKUR, Ministries,
etc. The short description on these incentives is given below:

4.2.1 KOSGEB Supports
The main mission of KOSGEB is to increase SME’s share in economic and social development by offering quality
service and support toward developing SME’s power of competition and spreading culture of entrepreneurship.

Thematic Project
Support Programmeme
Entrepreneur Support
Programmeme
General Support
Programmeme

Applied
Entrepreneurship
Training
New Entrepreneur
Support
Business Improvement
Centre (BIC) Support

Business Plan Award
KOSGEB SUPPORTS

SME Project Support
Programmeme
R&D, Innovation and
Industrial Application
Support Programmeme
Emerging Enterprises
Market SME Support
Programmeme
Loan Interest Support
Programmeme
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In this scope, description on the current supports for enterprises are summarised below:

4.2.1.1. Thematic Project Support Programme:
The objective of the Programme is encouraging the SMEs to produce more projects thatbuild their businesses and
Professional Organizations to produce more projects thatimprove small and medium sized enterprises performance. In
the framework of this objective, the regional and sectorial needs in designated thematic fields are considered by taking
the priorities indicated in macro strategy records.

Components
Call Based Thematic Programme

Professional Organizations
Support Programme
Professional Organizations

Project

Those who can Apply

SMEs and Professional Organizations

Programme Period
Project Period

Indicated in Call for Project Proposal

3 Years
24 Months (+12 Months)

Support Ratio
Support Payback

50 % in1st and2nd Regions
60 % in3rd and 4th Regions
Options with and without Payback

50% in 1st and2nd Regions60% in3rdand
4th Regions
No Payback

Support Upper Limit

Indicated in Call for Project Proposal

150.000

The following call based project expenses are supported under the Programme:
-

Personnel costs and travel expenses
Machinery-equipment, software and hardware purchase and rental expenses (maximum 25%)
Consumables costs
Service purchase costs
General management costs (maximum 10%)

4.2.1.2. Entrepreneur Support Programme
The main objectives of the Programme are;
- Developing and disseminating entrepreneurship as the basic factor for solving economic development and
employment issues,
- Establishing successful and sustainable enterprises,
- Disseminating entrepreneurship culture,
- Developing entrepreneurship by establishing Business Improvement Centres (BICs),
- Raisingemployment level,
- Supporting tentrepreneurship based on local dynamics.
The Entrepreneurship Support Programme comprises of 4 sub- Programmes:




Applied Entrepreneurship Training: It includes training and workshop studies of minimum 60 hours
(entrepreneurship abilities testing’s, business idea exercises and business plan preparation). Training is
arranged for general and specific groups (young, women, and disadvantaged groups). There is no charge made
forparticipants.
New Entrepreneur Support: This support is available for entrepreneurs that have completed applied
entrepreneurship training and started his/her own business and for ISGEM located entrepreneurs.

The fields and support ratio under these sub- Programmes are summarised below;
Support Type
Enterprise
Support

Upper Limit(TL)
Establishment

3.000
No Payback
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Support
Ratio
nd
%(1,&2 Region)

Support
Ratio
(3,4,5 & 6thRegion)

Establishment Period

15.000

Machinery, Equipment and
Office Hardware Support
Operational Costs Support
Fixed Assets
Support



Investment

12.000
With Payback

60

70

(Female or
handicapped
entrepreneur:70)

(Female or
handicapped
entrepreneur:80)

70.000

Business Improvement Centre Support:Municipalities, universities, special administrations, development
unions, professional organizations and non-profit organizations can solely or collectively apply for Business
Improvement Centres establishment.

The components of this support are given below;
SUPPORT
COMPONENT

UPPER LIMIT
(TL)

BIC Establishment
(18 months)
Building refurbishment

750.000

Furniture, Hardware



SUPPORT RATIO (%)
(3th,4th, 5th and 6thRegions)

60

70

600.000
No
Payback

125.000

25.000

BIC Administration
BIC Operational
Support (36months)
Personnel
Training, Consultancy
Small refurbishment

SUPPORT
RATIO (%)
(1st &2ndRegions)

No
Payback

100.000

Business Plan Award: Among students at a university who are taking entrepreneurship courses, a business
plan competition is organized.Business to establish within 24 months, first 15.00 TL award, second 10.000 TL
award and third 5.000 TL award win.

4.2.1.3. General Support Programme
The objectives of the Programme are;
- Enabling SMEs that have a low capacity to prepare projects and are in sectors thatKOSGEB had recently taken
into its target range, to take advantage of KOSGEB supports,
- Enabling SMEs to produce high quality and efficient goods/services,
- Revising actual KOSGEB supports to enable more SMEs take advantage of these supports in a widespread
manner,
- Encouraging the general enterprise development activities of SMEs in order to increase their competitiveness,
- Improving promoting and marketing activities of SMEs in order to expand their domestic and international
market shares.
COMPONENT

UPPER LIMIT
(TL)

Domestic Fairs Support

30.000

Foreign Business Travel

10.000

Promotion Support

15.000

Matching Support

15.000

Independent Audit

10.000

Employment of Qualified Staff Support

20.000

Consultancy Support

15.000

Training Support

10.000

SUPPORT RATIO (%)

SUPPORT RATIO (%)

(1st &2nd Regions)

(3st,4nd,5th and 6th Regions)
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%50

%60

Energy Efficiency Support

30.000

Design Support

15.000

Industrial Property Rights

20.000

Certification

10.000

Test, Analysis and Calibration

20.000

4.2.1.4. SME Project Support Programme
The justification of the Programme is to need for a flexible support system in which problems specific to enterprises are
handled in those enterprises' projects that can be financially supported.
The objectives of the Programme are;
- Developing project preparation culture and awareness in SMEs,
- Enhancing enterprises' project development capacity,
Enterprises are given support for projects they submit on manufacturing, administration-organization, marketing,
foreign trade, human resources, fiscal transactions and financing, information management and the fields related with
those.
Project period is 6- 24 months (+ 12 months) and support ratio is 50% for 1st and 2nd and 60% for 3rd and 4th regions.
Support upper limit is 150.000 TL.
The Board decides the project costs to be supported. Nevertheless, costs related to building sites, buildings,
construction, refurbishments, furnishing etc., vehicles, taxes, duty and fees, social security premiums, communication
costs, personnel costs not related with the project, energy and water costs, rental costs, financing costs and other costs
not related with the project are not supported.
KOSGEB support for machinery-equipment, raw materials and tools in the project scope cannot be more than 10% of
the total KOSGEB support admitted by the Board. KOSGEB support for software purchasing is outside of this
limitation.

4.2.1.5. R&D, Innovation and Industrial Application Support Programme
The justification of the Programme is theneedto support both commercialization and industrial application of R&D and
innovation project's output.
The objectives of the Programme are;
- To develop SMEs and entrepreneurs possessing new ideas and inventions
- To support techno-promoters who have technological ideas
- To disseminate R&D awareness throughout SMEsector and expanding R&D capacity
- To support innovative activities
- To enhance actual R&D support
The project duration for various Programmes is given below:
R&D and Innovation Programme - minimum 12 (twelve), maximum 24 (twenty-four) months
Industrial Application Programme - maximum 18 (eighteen) months,
By the Board decision and additional term of up to 12 (twelve) months length can be given
R&D - INNOVATION AND
UPPER LIMIT
SUPPORT RATE
INDUSTRIAL IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
(TL)
(%)
SUPPORTS
R&D and Innovation Programme
Workspace Support
No charge for workspaces
Rental Support
12.000
75
Machinery – Equipment, Hardware, Raw Material,
100.000
75
Software and Service Purchase Cost Support
Machinery – Equipment, Hardware, Raw Material,
200.000
75
Software and Service Purchase Cost Support(with payback)
Personnel Cost Support
100.000
75
Initial Support
100.000
100
Project
Project Consulting Support
25.000
75
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Development
Support

Training Support
Industrial and Intellectual Property
Rights Support
Project Promotion Support
Foreign
Convention/Conference/Exhibition
Visit/Technological Cooperation Visit
Support
Test, Analyses and Certification Support
Industrial Application Programme
Rental Support
Staff Costs Support
Machinery – Equipment, Hardware, Consumables,
Software and Design Cost Support
Machinery– Equipment, Hardware, Consumables Software
and Design Cost Support (with Payback)

5.000
25.000
5.000
15.000
25.000
18.000
100.000

75
75

150.000

75

200.000

75

4.2.1.6. Emerging Enterprises Market SME Support Programme
The purpose of the Programme is to provide to SMEs with the potential to develop and grow to be listed on the İstanbul
Stock Exchange Market and ensure the opportunity to procure funds from capital markets.
During the process of flotation of SME's support is provided for preparation activities required to be listed on the
Emerging Enterprises MarketProgramme;
• Market counsellor consultancy fee,
• Independent auditing service fee,
• Capital Markets Board, board registry fee,
• Istanbul Stock Exchange Market Emerging Enterprises Market List acceptance fee,
• Central Registry Agency (CRA) cost,
• Finder's fee to be paid to the intermediary firm,
are paid by KOSGEB as a non-refundable support.
The upper limit of the support provided within the scope of the Programme is 100.000 TL, and the upper limit and ratio
of the support elements are given in the following table.
Support Elements

Support Payment Upper Limit (TL) Ratio (%)

Market counsellor consultancy fee (maximum 2 years)

60.000

75

Independent auditing service fee

20.000

75

Capital Markets Board, board registry fee

10.000

100

10.000

75

Istanbul Stock Exchange Market Emerging Enterprises Market List acceptance
fee
Central Registry Agency (CRA) cost
Finder's fee to be paid to the intermediary firm

4.2.1.7. Loan Interest Support Programme
The aims of this Programmeare;
- to increase production, quality and standards
- to solve the financial problems of SMEs
- to create employment
- toenablecompetition at the international level.
The financial supports that KOSGEB provided since 2008 have been through three public banks in accordance with
Council of Ministers’ decision, and are maintained by Protocols, covering, according to the Programme type expenses
inclueing interest/profit share, brokerage, etc. of the loans to be used by SMEs.
Detailed information on supports provided by KOSGEB can be obtained from Provincial Directories of KOSGEB and
www.kosgeb.gov.tr.
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4.2.2 Turkish Labour Agency (İŞKUR) Supports
One of the important tasks of İSKUR is to protect, develop and expand employment and to assist activities that prevent
unemployment. In the scope of the employment policies, various support Programmes are implemented by İŞKUR.
Programmes are conducted under two headings and sub- headings.
-

Active Employment Policy
Passive Employment Policy
Labour Force
Courses

Entrepreneurship
Programmemes

Active Employment
Policy

On- the- job
Training
Programmemes

Benefit of
Community Study
Programmemes

Vocational
Training for
Employees

İŞKUR SUPPORTS

Unemployment
Insurance

Wage Guarantee
Fund
Passive Employment
Policy
short-term
working
allowance

Job Loss
Compensation

4.2.2.1. Active Employment Policy
•

Labour Force Courses: The aim of this course is to increase the employability of participants who are
unemployed, have not profession or inadequate in their profession. Vocational skills of participants needed in
the labour market are developed. Duration of the course should not exceed 6 months. Weekly course hours are
a maximum 40 hours. Employment guarantee should be ensured in all organised courses. The courses are
organised by educational institutions, universities, private sector, foundations, associations, Professional
organisations, etc.
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•

•

•

•

If the courses are organized along with designated workplaces, at least 50% of course attendants must be
employed for a period equal to the duration of the course organized, provided that it shall be no less than three
months. The employer shall determine how many employees for which fields of profession employees are
needed, and shall apply to İŞKUR office, which is located in the province where it performs the activity, with
a request for employment- guaranteed courses.
Entrepreneurship Programmes: Training is organised in order to help people registered unemployed with
İŞKUR toparticipat in training to start their own businesses. Training comprises a base module (70 hours) and
a support module (12 hours). Daily 20TL pocket money is paid to unemployed participants during the course
Programmes. Work accidents and occupational disease insurance is made for participants. Entrepreneurship
Certificate is given to participants who completed the course. This certificate provides participants the
opportunity to benefit from KOSGEB Entrepreneurship Support Programme. Terms of participation in the
course: a) being unemployed registered to institution, b) at least 18 years of age, c) being at least a primary
school graduate, d) not having benefited from the entrepreneurship Programme before. (Please see KOSGEB
Supports for provided supports by KOSGEB after the Programme). Course programmes are implemented
according to the prepared annual workforce training programme. Information on course operations can be
provided from provincial Directorates/ Service Centres of İŞKUR.
On- the- job Training Programmes: Private workplaces where at least 2 employees registered with İŞKUR
are employed may request for trainees provided that they fulfil the other requirements specified in the
legislation. One trainee is supported by İŞKUR for maximum 160 days. Necessary expenses (25 TL per day)
and the insurance premium expenses of trainees are covered by İŞKUR during the Programme. Employers do
not pay anything for the Programme participants. Duration of the Programme cannot exceed 45 hours per week
and a total of 6 months. Terms of participation in the Programme: a) being unemployed, b) at least 15 years of
age, c) not being a student, d) at least high school graduate, e) not retired, f) not working in the last 6 months in
the same profession. Employers who want to receive training programme apply to the Provincial Directorates/
Service Centres of İŞKUR.
Benefit of Community Study Programmes: The purpose of this Programme is to provide short-term
employment and training for unemployed registered to institution so that they do not lose work habits and
discipline during the unemployed period. Terms of participation: a) being unemployed, b) at least 18 years of
age, c) not being retired, disabled, receiving widow’s and orphan’s pension, d) not astudent. Minimum wage is
paid to participants. The insurance premium expenses of participants are covered by İŞKUR during the
Programme. The provisions of Labour Law No. 4857 are applied to participants during the Programme. This
Programme implements in the following areas: Environmental cleaning, Renewal of public infrastructure,
Environmental planning and maintenance/ cleaning activities in the public schools affiliated to the Ministry of
Education, Restoration, preservation of historical and cultural heritage, Afforestation, Park design, Valley and
stream rehabilitation, Erosion preventing work. The Programme implementation period for each area is a
maximum 9 months. Private businesses can participate in the Programme.Course programmes are
implemented according to the prepared annual workforce training programme. Applications are made to the
Provincial Directories/ Service Centres of İŞKUR.
Vocational Training for Employees: This training Programmeis for employees who will work heavy and
dangerous work in order to award required certificates to them. The principles and procedures applied in other
Programmes are valid for this Programme. Course programmes are implemented according to the prepared
annual workforce training programme. Information on course operations can provide from provincial
Directorates/ Service Centres of İŞKUR. Course programmes are implemented according to the prepared
annual workforce training programme. Information on course operations can be provided from provincial
Directorates/ Service Centres of İŞKUR.

4.2.2.2. Passive Employment Policy
•







Unemployment Insurance: This refers to compulsory insurance thatcovers, for a certain period of time and to
a certain extent, the loss of income incurred by the insured due to the loss of their job despite their willingness,
skills, good health and competency and without any deliberate intent or fault of them, and which performs
activity with insurance technique.
Utilization conditions from Programme; a) insurance premiums to be paid at least 600 days in the last 3 years,
b) having worked consistently paying premiums last 120 days, c) apply , directly or electronically within 30
days to the relevant department of İŞKUR from the date on which the unemployment starts
Provided services to the insured unemployed:
Unemployment benefits paid,
During the time they receive unemployment benefit; general health insurance premiums are provided,
Counselling services are provided on the labour market and vocational training
Training in professional development skills are provided
Assistance provided to find a new job.
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The benefit period from the unemployment insurance:
Those that have paid premiums for 600 days: 180 days
Those that have paid premiums for 900 days: 240 days
Those that have paid premiums for 1080 and more days: 300 days
In order to benefit from unemployment insurance, it is required to apply to the nearest İŞKUR Unit within 30
days after termination of the employment contract in personal or online on www.iskur.gov.tr. In case of a
failure of application within 30 days except force majeure, the delay of application is deducted from the total
duration of right ownership.

•

Wage Guarantee Fund: This refers to monetary support provided by İŞKUR for employers that fail to pay
employees' wages, go bankrupt or arrange composition with creditors or become insolvent, and involves
payment of employees' wages for the last 3 months by İŞKUR.
Employees working at the workplace can enjoy wage guarantee fund in scope of the Unemployment Insurance
Law. Payees with outstanding wage claims apply to the nearest unit of the Agency to their residential address,
by submitting their official identity document and Employee Wage Claim Certificate or any other document
evidencing that their wage for the last three months has not been paid. The applicant shall be paid within 30
days unless there is any incomplete document in their application.

•

Short-Term Work Compensation: This refers to a monetary support provided by İŞKUR to compensate some
part of employees' wages under unemployment insurance in the event of a major (general, regional, sectoral)
economic crisis or acts of god (reasons such as earthquake, fire, flood, epidemics, mobilization, etc. causing
interruption of work fully or partially) suffered by the employer, resulting in reduction of its business activity
at a rate of one third or for a period between four weeks to three months.
Employees subject to short-term work must fulfil the requirements for entitlement ofunemployment insurance
to receive compensation (those who have uninterruptedly worked by paying premiums for the last 120 days
must be employed as an insured employee for at least 600 days within the last three years). The amount of
daily short-term compensation is equal to the amount of unemployment compensation. Short- term work
compensation cannot exceed the period of the act of god, or a maximum six months.
The employer shall issue a Short-Term Work Request Form and notify İŞKUR of the situation. Support shall
be provided if the application is accepted.

•

Job Loss Compensation: This refers to the monetary support provided for a period of maximum eight months
for employees whose service contracts have been terminated by the employer during their employment due to
privatization of their enterprise as per the Law no 4046. Employees who have lost their jobs due to
privatization shall enjoy this compensation.
A job loss compensation of
90 days for 550 days of uninterrupted service contract,
120 days for 1100 days of uninterrupted service contract,
180 days for 1650 days of uninterrupted service contract,
240 days for 2200 days of uninterrupted service contract shall be paid to those whose service contracts are
terminated during their employment due to privatization of their enterprise.

-

Insurance premiums pertaining to the periods for which job loss compensation is paid shall be paid by İŞKUR
to the relevant enterprise. Those whose service contracts have been terminated due to privatization must apply
to a nearest unit of Turkish Employment Agency within 30 days at the latest from the termination date of their
employment contracts.
For detailed information on supports: www.iskur.gov.tr

4.2.3 TUBİTAK Supports
Various supports Programmes are provided by TUBİTAK. The aim of TUBİTAK’s supports Programmes are the
creation of the culture and structure of R&D, establishing cooperation between University and industry, developing
local products and increasing qualified human resources.
The Programmes focused on enterprises are given below:

4.2.3.1

Research Support Programmes (Turkish Acronym; ARDEB):

The Programme includes 7 types of Programme. These are;
 Scientific and Technological Research Projects Funding Programme: The purpose of this Programme is to
support research in Turkey for generating new information, interpreting scientific findings, or solving
technological problems on a scientific basis. Universities and public/ private institutions apply to the
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Programme. The Programme is intended for researchers and advisers. Project calls made in March and
September periodically. Project duration is 36 months. The upper amount limit of project is total 360.000
TL.The application form is prepared. Application is made via on-line on http://ardeb-pbs.tubitak.gov.tr
address or printed hard copy of application form is delivered to Academic research Funding Directorate. (For
detailed information: www. tubitak.gov.tr/ardeb1001)
Short- Term R&D Funding Programme: The purpose of this Programme is to support short- term R&D
projects with small budgets and immediate start requirements. Proposals are accepted from members of
universities, research hospitals, and research institutes. Applican can be made permanenetly. Project duration is
12 months. The upper amount limit of project is total 30.000 TL.Application is made via on-line on
http://ardeb-pbs.tubitak.gov.tr address.. (For detailed information: www. tubitak.gov.tr/ardeb1002)
Primary Subjects R&D Programme: The purpose of the Programme is to support and coordinate national
R&D projects that are result oriented, have traceable targets and observe the dynamics of related scientific and
technological fields within scope of National Science, Technology and Innovation Strategy. Proposals are
accepted from members of universities and public/ private institutions. Application is made accordance with
the project calls. Project duration for small scale project is 24 months and upper amount limit is 500.000 TL.
Accordance with the call of proposal, application is made via on- line on http://ardeb-pbs.tubitak.gov.tr
address.(For detailed information: www. tubitak.gov.tr/ardeb1003)
National New Ideas and Products R&D Programme: The purpose of the Programme is to support practical
projects designed to develop a product, process, method in order to increase competitveness and reduce
dependence on foreign technology. Within the context of the Programme, the projects, which aim to create
new features and new products by making additions to frequently used technological products, will be granted
and public/ private institutions apply to the Programme. Project calls are made on March and September
periodically. Project duration is 18 months. The upper amount limit of project is 200.000 TL.Accordance with
the call of proposal, application is made via on- line on http://ardeb-pbs.tubitak.gov.tr address.(For detailed
information: www. tubitak.gov.tr/ardeb1005)
Public Institutions Research Funding Programme: The purpose of the Programme is to solve R&D based
problems or satisfy the R&D based requirements of institutions by means of result oriented R&D projects and
to create awareness of R&D in public institutions. Proposals are accepted from members of universities and
public/ private institutions. Application is made in accordance with project calls. The application form is
prepared. Application is made via on-line on http://ardeb-pbs.tubitak.gov.tr address or printed hard copy of
application form is delivered to Academic research Funding Directorate. (For detailed information: www.
tubitak.gov.tr/ardeb1007)
Starting R&D Projects Funding Programme: The purpose of the Programme is to support the projects
proposed by researchers who are from universities, government institutions and private R&D
firms.Themaximum project duration is 24 months for each project proposed under the Programme. The
maximum grant amount is 60.000 TL regardless of the project duration. There is no deadline for applications
under the Programme. Application can be made at any time.The application form is prepared. Application is
made via on-line on http://ardeb-pbs.tubitak.gov.tr
address.(For detailed information: www.
tubitak.gov.tr/ardeb3001)
Career Development Programme:Thepurpose of this Programme is to encourage the scientific studies of
scientists with PhD degrees and who are at the beginning of their scientific careers by supplying project funds
for their studies. Project calls are made periodically in March and September.The application form is prepared.
Application is made via on-line on http://ardeb-pbs.tubitak.gov.tr address.(For detailed information: www.
tubitak.gov.tr/ardeb3501).

4.2.3.2. EUREKA
EUREKA is an intergovernmental organisation for market- driven industrial R&D. It is a de- centralised network
facilitating the coordination of national funding on innovation. The network integrates over 40 pan- European
economies.
The objectives of EUREKA are;




Raising the productivity and competitiveness of European business through technology,
Boosting national economies on the international market,
Increasing the permanent R&D cooperation between SMEs, large size companies, universities and research
institutions,
 Strengthening the basis for sustainable prosperity and employment.
Without considering the sector and size, all institutions, companies which create value added at company level are
eligible to apply to EUREKA. At least one of the participants from two different member companies of EUREKA is
required in order to start on EUREKA’s project.
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4.2.3.3 Tehnology and Innovation Support Programme (Turkish Acronym TEYDEB):
The aim of the Programme is to support research and development and innovation activities of the private sector and to
contribute to improving the culture of innovation and competitiveness of Turkish industry. In this context, project based
R&D activities are supported. Types of Programme are summarized below:












Industrial R&D Projects Grant Programme: The purposeof the Programmeis to support the national R&D
and innovative projects proposedby resident Turkish companies that create value- added in Turkey.The
Programme supports projects aiming to produce new products, to raise the quality and standard of a product, to
develop new techniques to reduce the cost and to develop new production technology.Regardless of the sector
and size, all equity companies in Turkey which create value added at company level are eligible to apply for
this Programme. The grant ratio provided by this Programme can be min. 40% and maximum 60% of a
project’s budget. Support duration of the project is maximum 36 months. There is no application deadline.
Project applications are accepted 7/24 on- line from https://eteydeb.tubitak.gov.tr address through “Project
Evaluation and Monitoring System (PRODİS). For detailed information: www.tubitak.gov.tr/1501)
Project Brokerage Events Funding Programme: The purpose of this ProgrammeProgramme is to bring
together the representatives of universities, research institutions and industrial private institutions in order to
share new project ideas and search for possible collaborations.The Chamber of industry, chamber of
commerce, chamber of industry & commerce, and exporters at least with a university partner institution are
eligible to apply for this Programme. There is no application deadline. The Application form is prepared due to
the requsted content and is given to the Technology and Innovation Funding Programme Directorate
(TEYDEB) in printed format.(For detailed information: www.tubitak.gov.tr/1503)
University- Industry Cooperation Support Programme: The purpose of this Programme is tocontribute to the
commercialization of knowledge generated by an implementing institution such as; universities/public research
institutions, by conversion to products or processes and transfer to industry in accordance with the needs of
SMEs or large sized companies operating in Turkey that commit to implement project results in Turkey. The
amount of support is max 1.000.000 TL. Support duration of the project is maximum 24 months. There is no
application deadline.Project applications are accepted 7/24 on- line from https://eteydeb.tubitak.gov.tr address
through “Project Evaluation and Monitoring System (PRODİS). For detailed information:
www.tubitak.gov.tr/1505)
SME R&D Initial Support Programme: The Programme aims to to make SMEs more competitive by
developing their technology and innovative capability and capacity to run systematic projects developing
research and technology, develop high quality products,become more active in national and international
projects.Grants are open to all sectors, but only Turkish SMEs that have not previously received grants from
TUBITAK can apply for this Programme.Five projects by SMEs, two of which must have project partners, are
eligible for support. Grant ratio provided by this Programme can be up to 75 % of a project’s budget and
support duration of the projects is max. 18 months. Amount of support is max. 500.000 TL. There is no
application deadline.Project applications are accepted 7/24 on- line from https://eteydeb.tubitak.gov.tr address
through “Project Evaluation and Monitoring System (PRODİS). For detailed information:
www.tubitak.gov.tr/1507)
International Industrial R&D Funding Programme: The Programme supportsTurkish companies that
conduct R&D activities to increase the level of technical quality and knowledge in Turkey, to assist companies
obtain technological knowledge at the international level, and help them manage their technology transfer
processes and to provide contributions to facilitate participation in international markets.Under this
Programme, the international collaborative R&D projects which have been submitted to international
collaborative Programmes such as EUREKA, EUROSTARS and Collaborative Technology Initiatives, MNTERA.NET are supported. Without considering the sector and size, all Turkey based entity companies which
create value added at company level are eligible for the project application. There is no the limit of the
budget.Project applications are accepted 7/24 on- line from https://eteydeb.tubitak.gov.tr address through
“Project Evaluation and Monitoring System (PRODİS). For detailed information: www.tubitak.gov.tr/1509)
Research&TechnologyDevelopment and Innovation Programme with Priority Fields: The objective of the
Programmeis to support and coordinate result-oriented, observable, national R&D and Innovation projects that
are well-matched with the priority fields determined within the scope of the National Science Technology and
Innovation Strategy. Without considering the sector and size, all Turkey based entity companies which create
value added at company level are eligible for the project application. Calls for each priority field are
announced.Grant ratio provided by this Programme is 75 % for qualified R & D projects of SMEs.Calls for
proposals are announced on TEYDEB internet address. Project applications are accepted on- line from
https://eteydeb.tubitak.gov.tr address through “Project Evaluation and Monitoring System (PRODİS). For
detailed information: www.tubitak.gov.tr/1511)
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Support Programme in Stages for Individual Entrepreneurs: The purpose of the Programme is to support
individual entrepreneurs from developing business ideas through to the market launch in order to empower
them to turn their technology and innovation-focused business ideas to innovative products by establishing a
company. The Programme includes entrepreneurship training provided to the entrepreneur, and technical,
commercial and administrative support through coaches with industry experience.
Undergraduate students who are in a position to graduate within one year, graduate and doctorate students, and
undergraduate, graduate or doctorate degree holders who have obtained their degrees within the five years
prior to the date of application are eligible for support.
The Programme consists of 4 stages and has duration of 4 years.
•
Stage 1- From idea to business plan; the entrepreneur must present the business idea, and, if
considered acceptable, will receive training and guidance from TÜBİTAK to prepare an enterprise plan.
•
Stage 2- Establishment of legal structure and technological verification; the entity company to be
established by the accepted entrepreneur shall be provided a technology enterprise grant capital support of up
to TL 100,000.
•
Stage 3- Advanced R&D phase; if the output obtained in Stage 2 is considered to require more R&D
work, the company will receive support up to TL 550,000 as part of the TÜBİTAK 1507 SME R&D Start-up
Support Programme.
•
Stage 4- Commercialisation; TÜBİTAK will provide support for establishing project markets where
project outputs will be commercialized and for contacting entrepreneurship capital companies.
The application of business idea is accepted on- line from https://eteydeb.tubitak.gov.tr address through
“Project Evaluation and Monitoring System (PRODİS). For detailed information: www.tubitak.gov.tr/1512)

4.2.4 Technology Development Foundation of TURKEY (TTGV) Supports
The Technologt Development Foundation of Turkey is a foundation that combines 24 private sectors, 5 public
institutions, 11 umbrella organizations and 15 individuals into one institution.Support is provided to the R&D and
technological innovation projects of the private sector.

4.2.4.1. R&D Project Support
These supports include consecutive and integrated mechanisms that will enable enterprises to make the best of their
technological development potential so that the developed technologies serve Turkish Enterprises to achieve a
competitive position in the global market.


Technology Development Project Support (TDP): TDP aimsto provide support for R&D activities of
companies that can develop products under the 'Technological Product' and 'Technological Process Innovation'
through interest free loans. In addition, it is aimed to ensure ownership of the technological know-how remains
with the company that proposed the project. In the end of the R&D project, the developed product or process
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should have commercial value. Projects about investing in infrastructure or production are not under the scope
of TDP.
Industrial Enterprises and Software companies are eligible for support. Supported R&D activities are;
*Development of consept
*Technological feasibility study
*Design and drawing studies
*Establishment of pilot plant
*Test production
*Patent and licence studies.
Duration of the project is 2 years. Support amount is maximum 1 million USD. The contribution ratio provided
by this support is not more than 50% of the project budget. Pay- back period is total 4 years interest free. There
is no pay- back for one year.Project application for this support does not accept at this stage.




Commercialization Project Support: The companieswhoreceivesupport from TTGV's Technology
Development Project and developed a prototype successfully can benefit from Commercialization Project
Supports.Commercialization supports are aimed to help make the best use of the R&D results by ensuring it is
producedto the appropriate scale for maximum economy.
The industrial enterprises and software companies, which are supported previously by TTGV within the frame
of R&D support tools, are targeted. Furthermore, prototype development phase successfully completed, the
industrial enterprises and software companies can benefit from this support.
Supported activities include;
*advanced materials technology,
*precision manufacturing techniques,
* Production/ storage and distribution technologies for renewable energy.
Upper limit of this support is 1,000,000 USD. This support is given as a loan, which is expanded according to
requirements of commercialization process. After the R&D project is completed, the company can compete in
international markets by the help of this support. Project duration is 1 year.
The pilot commercialization support Programme is completed. Project application for this support does not
accept at this stage
Advanced Technology Projects Support Programme(ITEP): Under thescope of the Programme, projects
that have the potential to provide increased added-value in areas are supported from TTGV’s own funds, such
as:
*Productionof bio-products from agricultural waste with high added value, and the technology related to it,
* Advancedmaterials technology and precision manufacturing techniques,
* Technologiesintended for the generation, storage and distribution of renewable energy,
* Food technologies,
* Bio medical technologies,
* Advanced Technologies for Adaptation to Climate Change.
It is intended to provide financial support, with the condition that it will be paid-back to those activities whose
purpose is the development of new products with commercial value in the aforementioned technological areas,
or for the promotion of competitiveness of current products in the these areas.
The duration of project support is at least 1.5 years and is at most 3 years. The upper and lower limits for the
amount of support to be provided are 3 million and 1 million US Dollars, respectively. Support shall be
provided 50% by TTGV and 50% by the project coordinating company’s contribution.
The areasin which a project may benefit from the support it receives from the ITEP Programme are as follows:
*Nationalor international licensing expenses which are a significant development in the groundwork of a
project,
*Consept development studies, technological and economic feasibility studies, and market research studies,
Labarotary and design studies during the transition phase from concept development to design,
*Prototype Production/ Establishment of pilot facilities/ Trial production,
*Studies or the correction of design, the improvement of industrial design, etc. before the product is put into
mass production, studies for production optimisation and activities to fix problems originating from product
design,
*Investment studies on mass production,
*Activities related to yhe promotion and sales product, studies for promotion and marketing.
Target groups are industrial organisations and software companies. The upper limit of project is 3 million
dollars.
Call for proposal document for programme is prepared and announced by TTGV. Project proposals are
prepared accordance with application guidelines. Application is submitted to TTGV within specified time.
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4.2.4.2. Environmental Project Support
With the TTGV Environmental Supports Programme financial support is supplied to implementation projects by
industrial establishment in the fields of environmental technologies (cleaner production/ sustainable production) and
energy efficiency. Includedwithin this Programme is the support for applications that allow industrialists to raise their
environmental performance, to lower their production costs and as a result increase their competitiveness. By giving
priority to local technology, development/ production of a variety of technologies via local means and resources are
aimed to be incentivized indirectly in these projects implemented by industries.
Firms projects which are submitted as an application to the TTGV Environmental Support are assessed by considering
criteria including:
*provided environmental rewards,
*financial activity,
*technology and innovation level,
*contribution of the use of local means and resources,
*network effect,
*the contribution to the firm’s capacity (sustainability etc.)
In this context, support has been provided for a range different projects including; waste recovery, water recovery,
increases in raw- material consumption efficiency, increase in combustion system efficiency, optimization of cooling
systems, waste heat recovery, energy monitoring and automation systems, improvement in steam system and process
optimization.
These projects have been implemented in different sectors including, but not limited to, the textile, food, ceramic,
plastic, iron- steel and electricity production.
Application for environmental projects is made 6 times in 2 months in a year. Aaplication dates are published on
www.ttgv.org.tr. Project proposals are prepared in accordance with the description contained in the application
guidelines. Applications are submitted to the TTGV within specified time. Detailed information can be obtained from
www ttgv.org.tr web site.


Environmental Technologies Support: The goal of the Programme is to support projects for cleaner
technology applications which are applicable and economically valuable. This goal is included as part of the
concept of eco- efficiency (cleaner production) that during production processes consumes the minimum
amount of energy, water and raw material and produce the minimum amount of waste production.
Possible project subjects are:
*Minimization in source of waste/ production rotation (waste recycling and recover)
*Water coınsumption/minimization of waste generation at its source
*Minimization of emissions at their source
*Minimization of raw material consumption
*Oil consumption/reduction of waste oil formation
*Transferring to the use of non- hazardous or less hazardous chemical substances
*Environmentally friendly technology in the use and production of energy
*Production of new environmentally friendly products
*Industrial ecology (Example; two firms that are located to one another can sue each other’s waste (waste heat)
*Production of new product/ fuel/energy from waste (Primarily: Organic wastes- bio-products)
*Carbon capture and storage system
The priorities of support are; use of local technology and equipment, applications of innovative and/or
advanced technology (materials, electronics, software, etc.).
Project duration is maximum 1,5 years. Support amount is maximum 1.000.000 USA dollars. Support ratio is
50% of the project budget. Pay- back period is total 4 years interest free. There is no pay- back for one year.



Energy Efficiency Support: Programme was initiated against Turkey’s rising energy costs in the world with
the purpose of providing protection in particular for the competitive power of energy- intensive sectors, the
reduction of foreign dependency and the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. Within the scope of
Programme, energy efficiency implementation projects including energy efficiency audits are supported. The
Programme is designed to integrate with Energy Efficiency Law and Energy Efficiency Regulations.
Possible project subjects include;
*Improvement of steam production and distribution systems (steam tarps, pipelines, condensate and blowdown systems, etc.)
*Improvement of combustion (boilers, furnaces, burners) heating and cooling systems
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*Provisionof energy savings by evaluating the system operation of apparatuses (fan, pump, compressor, etc.)
*Bringing the production technologies in use (melting, tempering, drying, pressing, moulding, coating, etc.)
into a state of higher efficiency
*Evaluation of waste heat
*Optimizationof processes and operations (shortening of the production process, lowering of the heat and/or
pressure levels, etc.)
*Improvementof electricity production efficiency, production of electricity and heat together
Priorities are; use of local technology and equipment, applications of innovative and/or advanced technology
(materials, electronics, software, etc.).
Project duration is maximum 1,5 years. Support amount is maximum 1.000.000 USA dollars. Support ratio is
%50 of the project budget. Pay- back period is total 4 years interest free. There is no pay- bak for on eyears.

4.2.5 Ministry of Economy Supports
The Ministry of Economy provides support under 3 main titles:

4.2.5.1. Export Supports
The Ministry of Economy carries out support Programmes by means of its affiliated units and Exporters Unions, TTGV
(Technology Development Foundation of Turkey) which the Ministry has authorized. The Ministry provides such
authorized institutions with funds for the support Programme and monitors the implementation of the Programme.
Support is provided for the following items.
4.2.5.1.1.
Support for Participation at Exhibition
* Support for international specialized exhibitions to be organized at home: Introduction and promotion activities are
supported before and during international specialized exhibitions to be organized at home. Domestic organization
companies organizing the specialized exhibitions can apply for provided support.
Support items provided are as follows:
Type of activity

Support rate

Maximum
support (USD)

Overseas
promotion
activities performed before
the exhibition

50%

25.000

Transportation expenses of
foreign buyers invited to
the exhibition

50%

15.000

Various activities to be
organized
during
the
exhibition

50%

5.000

The exhibition topics supported include
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 textile - ready-wear,
 leather,
 furniture,
 transportation vehicles – sub industry,
 food- food technology,
 electricity - electronics industry,
 metalwork,
 construction materials,
 soil industry products.
Applications are made to Exporters Unions to benefit from the support.
* Support for participation at overseas ehbitions:This support aims at ensuring individual participation of companies
at overseas exhibitions and contributing to introduction and marketing of products. Manufacturer companies /
organizations and sectoral foreign trade companies intending to participate at the exhibition apply for support.
Type of support

Support
Rate

Support for Participants at Overseas
Exhibitions

50% - 75%

10.000– 15.000

Support for Organization Company
Introduction Activities for Overseas
Exhibitions
Support for Individual Participations

75%

80.000- 120.000

50% - 75%

6.000- 15.000

70% - 75%

50.000

Support for Extra Exhibitions on basis
of Target Country and Support for
Temporary Extra Exhibitions

Maximumsupport
(USD)

Support for individual participants includes the following items:
Expenses supported

Rate - amount

Stand rental and shipping expenses

50%

Stand rental and transport expenses of Sectoral
Foreign Trade Companies

75%

Stand rentals and transport expenses of manufacturer
organizations

75% - maximum
USD 15.000

Applications are made to Exporters Unions to benefit from the support.
4.2.5.1.2.

Development of International Competitiveness

The purpose of the support is to meet training and consultancy expenses of companies and enterprises, which perform
support services to industry, trading and software sector, in order to increase their international competitive power.
Support is provided for the following items;
*Training programs to be organized by trainers:A support of maximum USD 20.000 in total per year is provided for
70% of annual expenses for foreign trade trainings organized locally by companies which are entitled as trainers by the
Ministry of Economy. Maximum 4 persons from each company can attend the Programme. The duration of trainings is
maximum 60 hours.
*Compensation of employment expenses by project based training and consultancy programme:Training and
consultancy services of cooperation organizations and individual companies are provided in scope of this Programme.
Maximum 75% of Cooperation Organizations' expenses are covered up to USD 400.000 on a project basis in respect of
training and consultancy activities and Programme organization activities provided in frame of training and/ or
consultancy Programmes organized in the following fields:
 Analysis of the need for training and/ or consultancy,
 Preparation and monitoring of business plans and export strategies,
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Identification of the export potential and preparation for export activity,
Consultancy in information and communication technologies,
Preparation of roadmaps for companies in terms of international competitiveness.

A support equal to gross wage of peer personnel of the relevant Cooperation Organization is provided for each
specialized personnel employed in the projects during the term of projects and for no more than 3 (three) years in total.
Project-based individual consultancy service is provided on the subjects deemed appropriate by the Ministry of
Economy for training and consultancy, overseas marketing and procurement committee Programmes to be attended by
companies. A support of maximum USD 50.000 per year is provided for 70% of expenses related to services to be
received by companies for 3 (three) years.
Applications are made to Ministry of Economy, Head of Departement Export Information Platform (www.ibp.gov.tr)
in order to benefit from support.
4.2.5.1.3.Support for Market Research and Market Penetration
The purpose of the Programme is to provide information about potential markets, create new export markets and
increase market shares. Companies, software firms, exporters' unions, professional organizations and organized
industrial zones can benefit from the Programme. The Programme consists of subsidies for market research projects,
reports, subsidies for purchases of foreign companies and/ or high-technology companies, subsidies for sectoral trading
committees and procurement committees, and subsidies for membership to e-commerce websites.
*Market Research Projects:Costs of Market research projects, carried out by companies on their products and sectors,
are covered. Support is provided for 10 overseas trips within a calendar year. Trips can be organized for a maximum 10
days plus the travel time. A support of maximum USD 5.000 is provided per trip for 70% of expenses in scope of the
Programme. Maximum two company employees can benefit from the support. Application is made to Ministry of
Economy, General Directorate of Export to benefit from support.
*Report Support:Support is provided for expenses related to market research reports, statistics and consultancy
services to be purchased from enterprises offering market research service as deemed appropriate by the Ministry of
Economy. The amount of support is maximum USD 200.000 per year, at the rate of 60% for companies and 75% for
other organizations. Companies can benefit from this support for maximum 3 years.Application is made to Ministry of
Economy, General Directorate of Export to benefit from support.
*Support for membership at electronic commerce (e- commerce) websites:This support is provided to meet costs of
membership to e-commerce websites for overseas marketing of products on the electronic media, deemed appropriate
by the Ministry and not addressing the final consumer. A support of maximum USD 10.000 per year is provided for
70% of membership expenses. Companies can benefit from this support for maximum 3 years. Support can be obtained
for maximum 5 e-trading websites.Application is made to Ministry of Economy, General Directorate of Export to
benefit from support.
4.2.5.1.4.

Support for Trademark Promotion Activities of Overseas Departments

Support is provided for companies to launch offices, storage places and sections abroad in scope of the Programme as
well as rental payments, costs of promotion, advertising and marketing activities and registration of trademarks abroad.
Companies, software firms, foreign trade capital companies, sectoral foreign trade companies and professional
organizations can benefit from the support. Details about the subsidies are given below.
Type of support
Rate
Maximum
amount
/
Year USD
Shop rental (for industrial companies)
60%
120.000
100.000
Office, show-room, storage or section 60%
rentals (for industrial companies)
100.000
Shop
rental
(for
commercial 50%
companies)
75.000
Office, show-room, storage or section 50%
rentals (for commercial companies)
150.000
Costs of advertising, promotion and 60%
marketing activities performed abroad
(for companies and cooperation
organizations)
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Advertising, promotion and marketing
activities performed abroad by
companies which have a trademark
registration certificate/ which applied
for a trademark registration certificate
Expenses
related
to
overseas
registration and protection of their
trademarks which has a domestic
trademark registration certificate

60%

250.000

50%

50.000

Applications are made to General Secretariat of Exportes Unions.
4.2.5.1.5.
Support for R&D
Product development projects and strategic focus projects are supported in scope of the support. Subsidies are provided
by the Ministry of Economy and carried out by TTGV. Maximum amount of support for product development projects
is USD 1.000.000 and the term of support is 2 years. Maximum amount of support for projects on strategic focus is
USD 100.000 and the term of support is 1 year. This support is implemented by TTGV.
4.2.5.1.6.
Overseas Branding of Turkish Products, Turquality
The Programme aims at accelerating awareness of branding and the related process, creating and establishing a positive
"made in Turkey" image and facilitating foreign market penetration of Turkish goods. Exporters' Unions,
Manufacturers' Associations/ Unions and companies performing commercial and/ or industrial activity in Turkey can
benefit from the Programme. The period of support from the Brand Support Programme is 4 years and the period of
TURQUALITY Support Programme is 5 years.
Subsidies provided for the companies which are in scope of brand support Programme are as follows:
Type of activity

Support Rate

Maximum
support (USD)
50.000

Registration expenses for
Patents,
Utility
Models,
Industrial
Designs
and
Trademarks
Promotion, Advertising and
Marketing Activities

50%

50%

300.000

Expenses related to overseas
units
Expenses related to launch of
shops/ restaurants / café

50%

500.000

50%

400.000

Section rental and expenses
Showroom
rental
and
expenses

50%
50%

200.000
200.000

Expenses related to quality
certificates and signs showing
security and safety of human
life and property

50%

50.000

Franchising
decoration
expenses (for maximum 10
shops
Franchising rental expenses
(for maximum 10 shops)
Consultancy

50%

50.000 shops

50%

50.000

50%
50%

500.000
200.000

Expenses of the Fashion/
Industrial Product designer
and the Cook/ Chef
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Subsidies provided for companies which are included in scope of TurqualityProgramme:
Type of activity

Support Rate
50%

Maximum support (USD)

50%

Half of all relevant
expenditures

Expenses related to overseas
units

50%

Half of all relevant
expenditures

Expenses related to launch
of shops/ restaurants / cafés
Section rental and expenses

50%

Half of all relevant
expenditures
Half of all relevant
expenditures

Showroom
expenses

and

50%

Half of all relevant
expenditures

Expenses related to quality
certificates
and
signs
showing security and safety
of human life and property,
Franchising and basic launch
expenses

50%

Half of all relevant
expenditures

50%

200.000

Registration expenses for
Patents, Utility Models,
Industrial
Designs
and
Trademarks
Promotion, Advertising and
Marketing Activities

rental

50%

Half of all relevant
expenditures

50%
100.000
Franchising
decoration
expenses
Franchising rental expenses
50%
200.000
Consultancy
50%
500.000
50%
200.000
Expenses of the Fashion/
Industrial Product designer
and the Cook/ Chef
An application is to be made to the Directorate General of Export, the Ministry of Economy for the both Programmes.
4.2.5.1.7. Support for Design
This support covers promotion, advertising, marketing, employment and consultancy expenses of design companies,
design offices, design associations and foundations, and also their expenditures related to units to be launched by them
abroad. Below are the activities of design companies supported in scope of the Programme:
Type of support

Rate

Maximum
amount / Year
USD

Advertising, promotion, marketing

50%

300.000

Costs of fixtures and decoration of the units to be launched
abroad

50%

100.000

Gross rental expense of the units to be launched abroad

50%

200.000

Registration of patents, utility models, trademarks and
industrial designs

50%

50.000

Gross wages of designers hired

50%

150.000

Consultancy expenses,

50%

200.000

Purchase and renting of software products

50%

200.000
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Training

50%

200.000

Outsourcing expenses

50%

200.000

The application is to be made to Exporters Unions.
Product and design development projects of companies in scope of support are supported.
Type of support
Rate
Maximum amount /
Year USD
1.000.000
Gross wages of designers, stylists and 50%
engineers hired
150.000
Costs of travel and membership to web 50%
sites
Costs of tools, equipment, materials
and software
4.2.5.1.8.

50%

250.000

Support for Employment

The purpose of the support is to ensure employment of qualified directors and personnel at companies titled as "Sectoral
Foreign Trade Company" (SFTC). The support covers wage payments on gross wages of one director and 2 personnel
in total. The rate of support for wages cannot exceed 75% of the gross wage. Annual maximum support is USD 18.000
for the director and USD 9.000 for one personnel. The period of support is 1 year.
The personnel to be employed must have domestic or foreign university degree on business administration, economics,
administrative sciences, business management, international trade, law, foreign trade, etc. and engineering or foreign
language.
The Programme is carried out by the Directorate General of Export which is affiliated to the Ministry of Economy.
4.2.5.1.9.
Support for Environmental Costs
The purpose of the Programme is to support expenses related to quality and environmental certificates and signs
showing security and safety of human life and property in order to guarantee compliance with the technical legislation
on the environment, quality and human life. Companies performing commercial and industrial activity or operating in
agriculture or software industries, Foreign Trade Capital Companies (FTCC) and Sectoral Foreign Trade Companies
(SFTC) can benefit from the Programme.
Expenditures related to ISO 9000 series, ISO 14000, CE Sign, Other International Quality and Environmental
Certificates, ISO 22000 Food Safety Management System Certificates, Agricultural Product Certification Procedures
and Positive Laboratory Analysis Reports are out of the scope of Programme.
A support of maximum USD 25.000 per year is provided for 50% of costs related to each document, certificate and
analysis report. The application is to be made to Exporters Unions.
4.2.5.1.10. Support for Export Refund in Agricultural Products
Companies exporting agricultural products, which are supported for export in scope of the Programme, are provided
with discounts on taxes, social security premiums, communication and energy tantamount to the amount of export.
Applications are made to General Secretariat of Exports Unions.

4.2.5.2. Investment Support
This support is applied within scope of the incentive law. The incentive Programme, which is of importance in terms of
the production and export- oriented growth strategy of Turkey with its vision for 2023, is compliant with the objectives
envisaged in development plans and annual Programmes. The purposes are:
 To direct savings to investments with high added value
 To increase production and employment
 To promote large scale investments capable of increasing international competitive power and having a high
amount of R&D content
 To increase international direct investments,
 To reduce regional differences of development levels,
 To encourage investments in aggregation and environmental protection
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In order to benefit from subsidies within scope of the Investment Incentive Programme, investors are obliged to make
an official application.
Investors must have knowledge about the following in relation to their proposed projects:
 Area of investment or alternative areas of investment ascertained for the project
 Sector of the investment project
 Subject, capacity and approximate amount of the investment project
 Domestic production capacity and import data for strategic investments involving the product which shall be
produced.
The Investment Incentive Certificate shall be issued by the Directorate General of Incentive Implementation and
Foreign Capital on basis of the application made by the investor. The certificate contains the means of incentive and
project values to be employed and the list of local and imported machinery- equipment to be purchased.
The project is expected to be completed within the period specified in the certificate. A time extension amounting to
half of the investment period can be granted when required.
Investments are supported through 4 different incentive schemes and 9 different incentive instruments designed within
the scope of the new Programme. Contributions provided to investors through incentive instruments depend on the
characteristics of the investment and applicable schemes.
There are concrete examples, presented below, for providing investors with more information on the incentive
instruments:

Schemes/ Supports

General Investment
Incentive Scheme

Regional
Investment
Incentive Scheme

Large
Scale
Investment
Incentive Scheme

Strategic
Investment
Incentive Scheme

VAT Exemption









Customs









Tax Deduction







Social
Security
Premium Support
(Employer’s share)













Social
Security
Premium Support
(Employee’s share)







Interest
Support













Duty

Exemption

Income
Withholding
Support

Tax



Rate

Land Allocation
VAT Refund







4.2.5.3.Support for Sevice Industry
This support is provided for technical consultancy sector and foreign exchange-generating service sectors. Companies
and organizations of the sector can both benefit from the support. Applications are made to Ministry of Economy.
4.2.5.3.1.Support for Overseas Activities of Technical Service Sector
This Programme provides support for overseas offices of technical consultancy services, advertising, promotion and
marketing activities, participation at exhibitions, seminars and conferences abroad, travels for market research,
professional liability insurance and software expenditures, and participation at technical training Programmes abroad
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and international professional contests.
Moreover, conferences and seminars as well as advertising, promotion and marketing activities to be organized at home
and abroad by organizations in technical consultancy, contracting and construction material industries, and overseas
exhibition organizations are included in scope of this support.
Support provided for Technical Consultancy companies.
Type of Activity

Scope/ Type

Rate

Project Support

For contracts up to USD
2.000.000

20% (of the
progress payment)

For contracts between
USD
2.000.000
5.000.000

15% (of the
progress payment)

500.000

For contracts between
USD
5.000.000
10.000.000
For contracts over USD
10.000.000
Rental support

10% (of the
progress payment)

750.000

7,5% (of the
progress payment)
50%

1.000.000

Employment support for
executive
personnel
(Turkish citizens)
Employment support for
white-collar employees

50% (of gross
wage)

Support for overseas
offices

Consultancy

Amount
of
Support (USD)
300.000

400.000 per
year
60.000 per year

50% (of gross
wage)

36.000 per year

50%
50%

30.000 per year
75.000 per year

Support for
advertising,
promotion, marketing

Promotion expenses (for
a period of 3 years)

Support for
research

market

Travel (maximum 5
travels per year - for
maximum 10 days)

70%

7.500 per travel

Support for
participation at
overseas exhibitions
Support for
participation at
seminars and
conferences
Support for training
abroad

Stand rental, promotion
activities, transportation,
accommodation
Costs of transportation,
accommodation
and
participation
for
2
employees
Costs of transportation,
accommodation
and
participation
for
technical personnel

50%

15.000 per
exhibition

50%

5.000 per
organization

50%

50.000 per year

Support for software

Costs of purchase or
renting of licences for
software products
Costs of transportation,
accommodation
and
participation

50%

50.000 per year

50%

10.000 per
organization

Costs
of
purchases

50%

Support for
participation at
international
professional
competitions
Support
for
professional liability
insurance

policy
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50.000
per year

4.2.5.3.2. Support for Foreign Exchange Generating Service Sector
The purpose of support is to increase revenues from foreign exchange- generating services in Turkey and to develop
international competitive power of service sectors. Companies and cooperation organizations performing activities in
fields of health tourism, IT, film and education industries that can benefit from this support.


Below are subsidies provided for companies which perform activity in health tourism sector:
Type of activity

60%

100.000 per year

Support

70%

15.000

for

participation
exhibitions

at
and

per

organization

Support
for
search
engine
advertising and promotion activities

50%

100.000 per year

Support for rentals of overseas units

60%

200.000 per year

Consultancy

50%

200.000 per year

Below are subsidies provided for companies which perform activity in IT industry:
Type of activity



Amount of Support
(USD)

Support for reports to be purchased
overseas
conventions



Rate

Rate

Support for reports to be
purchased
Support for computer game
marketing activities

60%

Amount of Support
(USD)
100.000 per year

50%

100.000 (for once)

Commission
expense
for
overseas sales of computer
applications
Support for overseas promotions

50%

50.000
application

50%

300.000 per year

Support for participation at
overseas
exhibitions
and
conventions (maximum 10 times
per year)
Support for search engine
advertising
and
promotion
activities

70%

15.000
organization

50%

100.000 per year

Support for rentals of overseas
units
Consultancy
Support for certificates obtained
for foreign market penetration

60%

200.000 per year

50%
50%

200.000 per year
200.000 per year

per

per

Below are subsidies provided for companies which perform activity as film producers and distributors in film
industry:
Type of activity
Rate
Amount of Support
(USD)
60%
100.000 per year
Support for reports to be
purchased
50%
Support for overseas marketing
100.000
per
application
of the film (maximum 5 times
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per film)
Support for overseas promotions
Support for participation at
overseas
exhibitions
and
conventions
Support for search engine
advertising
and
promotion
activities
Support for advertising expenses


50%
70%

300.000 per year

50%

100.000 per year

50%

15.000
organization

per

100.000 per film

Below are subsidies provided for educational institutions which perform activity in education sector:
Type of activity

Rate
be

60%

Amount of Support
(USD)
100.000 per year

Support for promotion at
overseas
exhibitions,
conventions and conferences

50%

300.000 per year

Support for participation at
overseas
exhibitions
and
conventions

70%

15.000
organization

Support for search engine
advertising
and
promotion
activities
Support for rentals of overseas
units

50%

100.000 per year

Support for
purchased

reports

to

per

60%
200,000 per year

Detailed information on provided by Ministry of Economyare obtained from Ministry, Exporters Unions and web page
www.ekonomi.gov.tr

4.2.6 Ministry of Science, Industry and Technology Supports

Supports provided supports by Ministry are summarised below:

4.2.6.1. Industry- Thesis (SAN- TEZ) Programme
This Programme is implemented by the Ministry of Science, Industry and Technology according to Regulation
Promoting of industrial Thesis Projects.San- TezProgramme is a support mechanism that aims to fosterthe R&D and
innovation culture of SMEs and to solve problems collaboratively using the knowledge generated in universities. The
purpose of this Programme is;
 To encouragethe institutionalization of university-industry cooperation
 To improve new products and/ or development of production method in order to create added value and contribute
towards increasing the competitiveness in international market
s.
 To support, monitor and evaluate projects that involve masters and / or doctoral thesis work accordance with the
requirements of industry for generatinginnovation in existing products or production methods
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The support for projects is in the form of a grant. Provided incentives amount in the framework of the Programme are as
follows:

Type of Enterprise
• Micro Enterprise
• Small Enterprise
• Medium Enterprise
• Large Enterprise

Contribution provided by
firm (Min)

Contribution provided
by Ministry(Max)

• 15% in cash
• 20% in cash
• 25% in cash
• 35% in cash

• 85%
• 80%
• 75%
• 65%

Project proposals are accepted continuously throughout the year and submitted electronically. Application is made on
http://biltek.sanayi.gov.tr by ythe academician to carry out the project.

4.2.6.2.

Techno-Initiative Capital Support Programme

Programme aims at supporting young entrepreneurs who have new and innovative business ideas by providing them
with seed capital so that they will be able to transform their business ideas into initiatives with a high potential of
creating added value and qualified employment.
Students who will graduate within one year from any undergraduate Programme of universities providing formal
education, or graduate or postgraduate students or natural persons who received their undergraduate, graduate or
postgraduate degree no more than 5 years prior to the pre-application date may apply to this Programme.
The period of support is 12 months and a maximum fund of TL 100.000,00 is provided as a grant for costs of business
ideas which are found eligible, without receiving any guarantee in consideration thereof.
Costs of machinery, hardware, software and publication, consumables, personnel, service purchase and consultancy (not
exceeding 20% of the overall budget) and general operating expenses are met in scope of the support Programme.
The detailed information on support is provided from Ministry of Science, Industry and Technology, General
Directorate of Science and Technology(http://biltek.sanayi.gov.tr)

4.2.6.3.

Support Programme for Promotion and Marketing of Technological Products

This Programme supports domestic and overseas promotion and marketing activities for technological products or
prototypes, which are created as a result of R&D and innovation projects of domestic enterprises, funded by public
institutions and organizations and legally established foundations or international funds.
Projects implemented in scope of R&D Programmes of the following enterprises are provided with support:








San- Tez Projects (Ministry of Science, Industry and Technology)
-Techno- Initiative Capital Support (Ministry of Science, Industry and Technology)
-TEYDEB Projects (TUBITAK)
-ARDEB Projects (TUBİTAK)
-R&D, Innovation and Industrial Application Support Programme (KOSGEB)
-R&D Project Supports (TTGV)
-BOREN Projects (National Boron Research Institute)

In scope of the Programme, the Ministry grants up to TL 50.000 of the cost of participation at overseas promotion and
marketing activities and up to TL 25.000 of the cost of participation at domestic promotion and marketing activities.
The detailed information on support is provided from Ministry of Science, Industry and Technology, General
Directorate of Science and Technology(http://biltek.sanayi.gov.tr)

4.2.6.4.

Technology Development Zones

Technology Parks are academic, social and cultural sites launched to enable entrepreneurs, researchers or academicians,
who intend to manufacture new or high- technology goods and services, to carry out their industrial and commercial
activities near or in proximity of universities and to benefit from facilities of such universities. Their purposes are:
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To produce technological information to provide the national industry an internationally competitive and
export-oriented structure,
 To commercialize technological information,
 To support technology- intensive investments and entrepreneurship,
 To create employment opportunities for researchers and qualified persons,
 Advantages for Enterprises Performing Activity in Technology Parks:
 Income taxpayers and corporate taxpayers performing activity in the parks are exempt from income tax and
corporate tax until the end of the year 2023 for their revenues from software and R&D activities in the parks
 ·Researchers, software developers and R&D personnel working in the parks are exempt from any kind of taxes
on their wages until the end of the year 2023
 ·Researchers, software developers and R&D personnel working in the parks are from 50% of the SSK (Social
Security Association) employer's share on their wages for a period of 5 years
 Software produced in the technology park are exempt from VAT
The detailed information on support is provided from Ministry of Science, Industry and Technology, General
Directorate of Science and Technology(http://biltek.sanayi.gov.tr)

4.2.7 Regional Development Agencies Supports
Development Agencies are governmental bodies which are established by law for accelerating regional development
and increasing local capacity. They aim to activate the regional dynamics and increase the collaboration between the
public sector, private sector, local administrations, universities and civil society organization. The main purpose of
development agencies is to implement regional strategies, to support regional and nation- wide enterprises, to examine
local and regional solutions for near future of private sectors, to search new financial guaranties and solutions to the
demand for new products and services.
In the scope of the mission, the main activities of Development Agencies are summarized below;
• Providing technical support to local administrations’ planning activities
• Contributing to rural and local development capacity of regions, in line with regional plans and Programmes
• Improving the collaboration between public sector, private sector, local administrations and civil society
organizations towards realizing the regional development targets
• Conducting research for determining the resources and opportunities, accelerating economic and social
development
• Promoting the business and investment opportunities of the region at national and international level in
collaboration with relevant organizations
• Utilizing the resources allocated to the Agencies in accordance with regional plans and Programmes
• Providing financial support to the activities and projects that ensure implementation of regional plans and
Programmes
• Monitoring public, private and civil society organizations’ projects of high importance with respect to regional
plans and Programmes
• Cooperating with relevant organizations in supporting new entrepreneurs and SMEs in areas such as
administration, production, promotion, marketing, technology, financing, organization and human resources
training
• Developing projects that will increase capacities of SMEs through competitiveness, with actors operating
within and outside Turkey.
Technical and financial supports are provided by Development Agencies in line with the above mentioned missions.
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Financial Support includes three types of support. These are;

4.2.7.1. Direct Financial Support
Gradual Call for Proposal Method:
Agencies provide financial supports for development projects during particular times of the year via call for project
proposals. The details of the call for proposals are included in the Guidelines. The project proposals are required to be
coherent with the priorities determined beforehand by the Agencies. Those priorities ensure the fulfilment of the
progress axles which were determined for the development of the regions. The financial support, provided by calling for
projects, is intended for both the public, private and non-government organizations. The minimum and maximum
amounts of support per project can differ upon the special conditions of the support Programme. While determining
these limits, factors such as general and special objectives of the Programme, the qualifications of potential applicants,
the appropriate project subjects and their costs, Programme budget and the relevant legislation are considered. The cofinance rate of the projects submitted by the profit making real and legal persons and supported by the Agencies is to be
at least 50% of total relevant cost where this rate cannot be decreased in any case. On the other hand this rate of cofinance can be increased by taking into account the socio-economic development level of the regions. Designated the
thematic area for projects by the agencies for 2015 are published in the web page of the related agencies.
*Direct Activity Support: The aim of support is to provide financial support for strategic research, planning and
feasibility studies which have critical importance for region targeted to make contribution to local/regional
development, and improve the implementation capacity of regional progress and plans. Under this Programme, the
Development Agencies provide financial support for the activities defined in line with strategic priorities determined for
regional development. The Direct Activity Support Programme apparently complies with legislation and is undertaken
in the frame of national plans and Programmes. The activities do not contain any investment component. The time
duration for the projects financed under this Programme is maximum three months. The three month implementation
phase begins just one day after contract is signed. This support is provided to the beneficiaries by the agencies without
call for proposal. Providing this support is an exceptional case. Local administrations, universities, public institutions,
professional organisations, unions, cooperatives and NGOs can benefit from this support.
*Guided Project Support: The aim of this support is to accelerate regional development, to strengthen the
competitiveness of the region and improve the business environment, entrepreneurship and innovation capacity of the
regions. In this framework, subject and conditions of the projects are identified in line with the Agency's leadership and
guidance and projects. The Agency provides coordination and plays a participatory role in the development of the
project. Maximum of 75% of the financial support is provided by the agencies. The remainder is met by project
implementers and partners. Local administrations, universities, vocational schools, public institutions, professional
organisations, research institutions, organized industrial zones, small industrial areas and NGOs can benefit from this
support.
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4.2.7.2.

Interest Support

Development Agencies may provide interest support for profit -making real and legal person’s projects which their
qualifications specified in the Programme Application Guides. Interest support is a type of non-repayable support of the
Agencies that meets interest expenses of funds to be drawn from the intermediary institutions. SMEs, farmers and selfemployed person can benefit from this support. This support is planned and not yet provided by Agencies.

4.2.7.3.

Interest Free Credit Support

This support is a financial support tool run by Agencies. Profit making real and legal persons who hold necessary
qualifications can utilize this tool. Interest Free Credit Support is an aid that is foreseen to be provided through related
intermediary institutions within the procedures and principles stated in the regulations of Development Agencies as well
as to re- paid by instalments without its interest. Within the scope of the interest free credit support Programmes, the
beneficiaries are provided with a grace period of at least three months and the back payments of the credits are asked to
be completed in four years’ time. The relevant intermediary institutions are contracted by agencies such as; KOSGEB,
Credit Guarantee Fund, Turkish Development Bank, other banks and financial intuitions’.
Natural and legal persons having the requirements stated below and being active in NUTS 2 Region in where the
Agency is located should benefit from the interest free credit support and interest support:
a) Small and Medium Sized Enterprises (SME)
- Meet the SME definition published on the date of 18.11.2005 and 25997 numbered Official Gazette (employ less than
250 persons yearly without exceeding 25 million TL of yearly net selling revenue),
- Implement the Project activities within the related region of the Agency,
- As of the date of contract sign, excepting the restructuring debts, no overdue debt to tax offices or social security
institution must exist
- As of the date of contract sign, for the 3% or more of the support amount for the related Project or activity to be
provided by the Agency, no final attachment proceeding must appear
b) Farmer and farmer groups
c) Self-employed people

4.2.7.4.

Technical Support

The agencies supply technical support on the issues that public and non- governmental organisations have problems due
to organisational capacity deficiencies while preparing and applying regional development activities.
Beneficiaries from Technical Support are;
-Local authorities and union of local administration,
-Universities, vocational schools, research institutes,
-Other state institutions and organizations,
-Professional organizations with the status of public entity
- Non-governmental organizations.
Technical supports will be provided in the following context; Training, Contribution to Program and project drafting,
Assigning ad-hoc experts, Providing consultancy service, The institutional and capacity building activities such as
lobbying and building international relations.
The List of Development Agencies is enclosed (Annex -1)

4.3 Thematic Incentives
This section of the report identifies key themas for support and references the organisation providing the supports that
are described in detailed in previous of the report.
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4.3.1 R&D supports
R&D support in Turkey, includes monetary incentives and tax deduction.

4.3.1.1. Monetary Incentives
R&D projects carried out in Turkey are supported by different cash support Programmes. Public institutions and
organizations, associations, foundations and international funds that provide cash support to R&D and innovations
projects in Turkey are listed below;
National Programmes;
* TUBİTAK- TEYDEB Support Programmes
*TTGV- R&D Project Support
*Ministry of Science, Industry and Technology- SAN- TEZ Programme
*KOSGEB- R&D, Innovation and Industrial Application Support Programme
International Programmes;
*EU- HORIZON 2020
*EUREKA and Eurostar
The details of the supports under provided Programmes are given in the “Supports Provided by Institutions” part of this
report.

4.3.1.2. Tax Deductions
R&D and innovation activities related to tax deductions are regulated by the following laws.
- Number 5520, Corporate Tax Law: Accordingto the Law, 100% R&D deduction is provided.
- Number 4746, Law on Promotion of R&D Activities: According to the Law, 100% R&D
deduction, income tax withholding support (80% and 90%), social security premium support
employer’s share 50%, customs and duty exemption are provided.
- Number 4691, Technology Development Zones: According to the Law, corporate tax exemption,
income tax exemption, social security premium support- employer’s share 50%, duty exemption and
value added tax exemption are provided.

4.3.2 Energy efficiency supports
Projects that provide solutions for prevention of or minimizing unnecessary energy use, waste energy, energy losses and
leakages and recovery of waste energy by way of use, repairs, isolation, rehabilitation and process modification of
energy efficient systems are supported by Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources and General Directorate of
Renewable Energy in the scope of Projects on Increasing Efficiency.
Projects with high costs and high energy gains have priority in the Programme. Application time for the project is 2
years maximum. Energy Efficiency Projects with a payback period of less than 5 years with Investment costs up to TL
1.000.000 receive grants up to TL 300.000, with a ratio of 30%.
Companies, aside from licensed legal persons involved in electricity generation activities that operate under chamber of
commerce and industry, chamber of commerce or chamber of industry with annual total energy consumption of 1000
TEP and up, and involved in manufacturing of any goods can apply to VAP support.
TÜBİTAK, TTGV (on Project basis) and Development Bank provide support to companies regarding energy efficiency
and renewable energies.

4.3.3 Culture and Tourism Investment supports
Companies involved in tourism activities can benefit from General/Regional Promotion System. Additionally,
according to Tourism Promotion Law, for companies in the sector;
The lowest rate applied to the regional industry and housings regarding electricity, gas and water are applied.
Property tax exemption is applied for 5 years after a tourism company certificate has been obtained.
Companies can benefit from Eximbank credits.
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Attendance support is provided for exhibitions participation in order to promote the region under sector union's
leadership.

4.3.4 Patent Supports
4.3.4.1.

Provided by TUBITAK

The purpose of TÜBİTAK Patent Programme is to increase the number of national and international patent applications
of our country, promoting real and legal persons for patent applications and increasing the number of patents in our
country.
Patent applications made to Turkish Patent Institute (TPE), World Intellectual Properties Organization (WIPO),
European Patent Office (EPO), Japanese Patent Office (JPO) and United Stated Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO)
in the scope of this Programme.
International Patent Applications
Type of Support

Amount of Support

International Patent Application
Research Report Support

4.000 TL

International Patent Application
Investigation Report Support

EPO: 5.000 TL
USPTO: 5.000 TL
JPO: 10.000 TL
The support amount cannot exceed
5.000 TL at this stage.

International Patent Registration
Award

EPO: 10.000 TL
USPTO: 10.000 TL
JPO: 10.000 TL
National Patent Application

Type of Support

Institution

National
Patent
Application
Research Report Support

Amount of Support

Turkish Patent Institution

For any research report prepared in
Turkey: 300 TL,
For any research report prepared in
Russia: 354 USD,
For any research report prepared in
Austria, Sweden, Denmark: 400
Euro

National
Patent
Application
Investigation Report Support

Turkish Patent Institution

For any research report prepared in
Turkey: 300 TL,
For any research report prepared in
Russia: 354 USD,
For any research report prepared in
Austria, Sweden, Denmark: 400
Euro

National
Award

Patent

Registration

TÜBİTAK

For each registered patent: 3.000
TL

National

Patent

Application

TÜBİTAK

For each patent application: 250
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Attorney Support
National
Award

TL

Patent

4.3.4.2.

Registration

TÜBİTAK

For each registered patent: 2.000
TL

KOSGEB - Industrial Property Right Support

Aim and Scope:
Providing support to companies for any applications made to Turkish Patent Institute or any official patent organization
of WIPO member countries in order to protect industrial property rights or companies in the most effective manner.
Industrial property awareness will be formed by protecting the rights of companies by having companies use Industrial
Property Rights (Patent, Useful Model, Industrial Design and Integrated Circuit Topographies) more extensively in
order to improve their strength in global markets.
Companies that receive Technological Advancement and Innovation Support and SMEs with approved Strategic Road
Map plans can benefit from this support. Obtaining a certificate is required.
The rate of support is 70%, below are the support aspects and upper limits:
• The upper limit for domestic Patent Certificates obtained is 6.000 TL, the upper limit for foreign Patent
Certificates obtained is 10.000 TL.
• The upper limit for domestic Useful Model Certificates obtained is TL 6.000, the upper limit for foreign Useful
Model Certificates obtained is 10.000 TL.
• The upper limit for domestic Industrial Design Registration Certificates obtained is 6.000 TL, the upper limit
for foreign Industrial Design Registration Certificates obtained is 10.000 TL.
• The upper limit for domestic Integrated Circuit Topographies Registration Certificates obtained is 6.000 TL,
the upper limit for foreign Integrated Circuit Topographies Registration Certificates obtained is 10.000 TL.

4.3.5 Clustering Supports
The general goal of Clustering Support Programme is to have contributions in increasing competitiveness strength and
efficiency of the Turkish Industry and its conversion to structure that mainly manufactures high technology products,
qualified labour force that is sensitive to both the environment and the public in the scope of National Industry Strategy
Certificate.
The Programme's aim is to create the environment of work and cooperation that is necessary for contributions to the
general goal stated above, initiate cluster attempts and advance them in an effective and sustainable manner.
The financial support in the form of grants provided by the Ministry of Science, Industry and Technology in the scope
of the Clustering Support Programme will be TL 25 million for 5 years.
The institutions and organizations below can be included in clustering unions.
 Provincial administrations,
 Local governments,
 Universities and research institutes,
 Technological development zones,
 Chambers of industry and chambers of industry and commerce, stock markets
 Free trade zones,
 Organized industrial zones,
 Exporters' unions,
 Industrial zones,
 Associations, foundations, cooperatives and similar professional associations and institutions related to the
Clustering Union.
The detailed information on support is obtained from Ministry Science, Industry and Technology.
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5 INTERNATIONAL BASED SUPPORT MECHANISMS
5.1 Instruments of Pre- Accession
5.1.1 The Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance I
The Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance (IPA) has been established by the European Union for assistance to
candidate countries and potential candidate countries with financial and technical help. IPA aims to support candidate
countries and potential candidates in implementing the political, institutional, legal, administrative, social and economic
reforms required to bring the countries closer to Union values and to progressively align to Union rules, standards,
policies and practices with a view to Union membership.
In this framework, IPA I (period 2007- 2013) came into force on 17 July 2006 with the Council Regulation (EC) No
1085/2006. Implementation of IPA 2007-2013 is still underway under some components.
The IPA I was designed so as to address the needs of the beneficiary countries within the context of pre-accession
policy in the most appropriate way. Its main aim is to support institution-building and the rule of law, human rights,
including the fundamental freedoms, minority rights, gender equality and non-discrimination, both administrative and
economic reforms, economic and social development, reconciliation and reconstruction, and regional and cross-border
cooperation.
The IPA- I was made up of five components:
• the “support for transition and institution-building” component, aimed at financing capacity-building and
institution-building;
• the “cross-border cooperation” component, aimed at supporting the beneficiary countries in the area of crossborder cooperation between themselves, with the EU Member States or within the framework of cross-border
or inter-regional actions;
• the “regional development” component, aimed at supporting the countries' preparations for the implementation
of the Community’s cohesion policy, and in particular for the European Regional Development Fund and the
Cohesion Fund;
• the “human resources development” component, which concerns preparation for participation in cohesion
policy and the European Social Fund;
• the “rural development” component, which concerns preparation for the common agricultural policy and
related policies and for the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD).
Turkey, as a candidate country is entitled to benefit from all five components. The IPA I was performed under the
prepared Operational Programmes. Each of these components is implemented by different public institutions.
Implementations are financed under the components via projects.
The details on the IPA I is enclosed (Annex 2)

5.1.2 The Instrument-for Pre Accession (IPA II)
The IPA II Regulation period covering the years 2014-2020 and focuses on five policy areas:
 reforms in preparation for Union membership and related institution-and capacity-building,
 socio-economic and regional development,
 employment, social policies, education, promotion of gender equality, and human resources development,
 agriculture and rural development, and
 regional and territorial cooperation.
In Turkey, the policy areas in IPA II were developed in line with the IPA I components that structured the financial
assistance. The sectors and the sub-sectors have been created under the specified policy areas. Ministry of EU and
relevant Ministries are responsible for the implementation of the Programme. The project activities under policy areas
will be coordinated by related sectoral institutions (lead institutions).
The policy areas of the IPA II are summarized below:
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5.1.2.1.Transition period to EU Membership and Capacity Building
The aim of this policy area is; adapting of the acquis, increasing the institutional capacity in order to fulfil the politic
and economic criteria and improving the coordination and cooperation between the relevant departments. Support under
this policy area will be provided in the field of governance and public administration, civil society, harmonisation to
acquis, jurisdiction, fundamental rights, migration and refuge, integrated border management and combating organized
crime.
This component will support participation in Community Programmes and to prepare for participation in Community
Agencies. Component I will also finance Civil Society Dialogue actions which aims to strengthen relations, contacts
and mutual exchange of experience between civil society in the EU and Turkey. The sector priorities of the component
are a) Democracy and Governance, b) Rule of Law and Fundamental Rights.



Priority Sector

Sub- Sector





1-Democracy, 
Governance
2-Rule of Law,

Fundamental
Rights

1.1-Civil
Society
2.1-Judgment
and
Fundamental
Rights










2.1.1- Judgment 







2.2-Home
Affairs

Sub- Area



2.1.2- Fundamental
Rights





Responsible
Institution
Ministry of EU
Ministry
of
Justice
Ministry of EU

Ministry
Interior

of

Proposal calls for project of this component under the IPA II has not yet been published.

5.1.2.2

Regional Development

The purpose of this policy area is to eliminate the disparities between the regions of the candidate countries. The policy
area has four sub- areas;
 Competitiveness and Innovation ( Ministry of Science, Industry and Technology),
 Energy ( Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources),
 Transport ( Ministry of Transport, Maritime Affairs and Communication) and
 Environment. ( Ministry of Environment and Urban Planning)
The four Ministries are responsible for the implementation of the sub- areas. In this scope, the SMEs in the field of the
transport, the environment (water, waste water and air quality issues), energy (renewable and energy efficiency issues),
education, health infrastructure and including information technologies will be supported.
The main aims of the prepared draft “Competitiveness and Innovation Sector Operational Programme (CISOP)
are;
 To improve functioning of the business sector, especially for SMEs and entrepreneurs
 To improve access to finance for SMEs;
 To increase clustering, networking and SME internationalization; and
 To increase quality and quantity of public and private research and innovation in support of economic
development.
The CISOP is composed of three actions: (1) Private Sector Development, (2) Science, Technology and Innovation and
(3) Capacity Building.
The specific objectives of the private sector development action are;




Transformation of the manufacturing industry through increasing of the competitiveness of manufacturing value
chains in Turkey, and by facilitating and strengthening integration of SMEs into value chains through establishment
and operationalisation of common-use structures/facilities.
Increasing the value added created in service sectors (including the creative industries), by improving the
productive infrastructure for such sectors, establishing and operationalising common-use facilities, and improving
the integration of service sectors with the manufacturing industry.
Boosting entrepreneurship through facilitating establishment or improvement of capacities and capabilities of
existing incubators, accelerators etc.
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Increasing entrepreneurs’ (start-ups’) and SMEs’ access to financial resources, by expanding use of the financial
instruments, based on equity partnership models, and facilitating access to specialized loan Programmes.
In this framework, the action is composed of two activities: (a) transformation of the manufacturing industry, and (b)
services and creative industries. SMEs will receivesubstantial benefits from this action.
The specific aims of the Science, Technology and Innovation action are;






Enhancement of the functionality of the existing public and private research infrastructure in Turkey; and
improvement of university-industry collaboration;
Increasing awareness on and strengthening the social innovation support skills and capabilities.
Acceleration of commercialization of innovative products, by bridging the financing gap between the innovative
ideas and equity investors.
Improvement of the functionality of the structures/facilities that incubate innovative start-ups and SMEs,
Expansion of the equity financing mechanisms and enhancement of start-ups’ and SMEs’ access to such
mechanisms.

The main aim of the Capacity Building Action is twofold: first, to support the successful implementation of the CISOP
in line with the programme objectives and the IPA II legislation and secondly to increase the institutional capacity for
the proper implementation of the relevant Acquis and for the adoption of fully-fledged sector approach.
Ministry of Science, Industry and Technology is responsible for the implementation of this Programme. Draft
Programme was submitted to EU for approval. In this case, proposal calls for project of this component under the IPA II
has not yet been published.

5.1.2.3

Development of Employment, Social Policy and Human Resources

The purpose of this policy area is to prepare the candidate countries for the European Social Fund in the framework of
the European Employment Strategy and the Lisbon Strategy and set up appropriate structures and systems. While the
activities are being carried out, it is foreseen to consider the principles of Community regarding employment, equality
of women- men, social inclusion as well as education. In this scope, the activities to be funded include:
 access to finance,
 social inclusion,
 investmentin human resources (education, health).
The Ministry of Labour and Social Security is responsible for the implementation of this policy area.
The Employment, Education and Social Sectoral Policies Operational Programmeis approved by EU.
The Operational Programme has four actions;
 Employment,
 Education and Training,

Social Policy and Inclusion,

Technical Assistance.
Employment action includes following activities;
 Promoting Decent Work
 Promoting Employment and Employability
 Supporting Employment Policy- making and Implementation
Education and Training action includes following activities;
 Improving the Quality of Education and Training
 Increasing Educational Attainment and Skill Levels by Providing Access to All
 Strengthening National Qualification System and Promoting Life Long Learning
Social Policy and Inclusion includes the following activities;
 Capacity Building for Social Inclusion
 Facilitating Access of the Disadvantaged Persons to Social Protection Services and Labour Market.
New project implementation under the Programme has not started yet.
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5.1.2.4

Agriculture and Rural Development

The aim of this policy area is the promotion of agricultural enterprises, processing and marketing of agricultural
products, the diversification of economic activity and providing technical support to producers' associations.
The multiannual Programme for Rural Development for the years 2014-2020 for Turkey under the Instrument for Preaccession Assistance (IPA II) is approved by EU Commission on 27.01.2015.
The component includes the following measures;
 Investment in physical assets of agricultural holdings
 Investment in physical assets concerning processing and marketing of agriculture and fishery products
 Agri-environment-climate and organic farming measure
 Implementation of local development strategies – Leader approach
 Investments in rural public infrastructure
 Farm diversification and business development; and
 Technical Assistance
The implementation of this component under IPARD II will start at the end of 2015- beginning of 2016. The Ministry
of Food, Agriculture and Livestock is responsible for the implementation of this component.

5.1.2.5

Regional and Cross Border Cooperation

Regional, inter- regional and cross- border cooperation issues will be supported between beneficiary country and other
beneficiaries or member countries in the policy area of regional and cross border cooperation. Under this policy area,
between Europe's internal borders are meant and the cross- border relations with third countries of EU are out of scope.
In the frame work of this policy area, the development of cooperation between the EU's neighbouring countries, through
various projects, ensuring stable and sustainable economic and social development, environment, public health and
cooperation in the fight against organized crime and creation of efficient and secure borders are targeted.

5.2 Horizon 2020
Horizon 2020 is a core part of Europe 2020 and the biggest EU Research and Innovation Programme ever with nearly
€80 billion of funding available over 7 years (2014 to 2020) – in addition to the private investment that this money will
attract. It promises more breakthroughs, discoveries and world-firsts by taking great ideas from the lab to the market.
Horizon 2020 is an integrated single Programme bringing together three separate Programmes/initiatives. Horizon 2020
covers all research and innovation funding currently provided through the Framework Programme for Research and
Technological Development, the Competitiveness and Innovation Framework Programme (CIP) and the European
Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT). The different types of funding provided by the existing Programmes
bring together into a single coherent, flexible framework. It will provide funding for every stage/ all forms of the
innovation process from basic research to market uptake. It comprises simplifies access ways for all companies,
universities, institutes in all EU countries and beyond. Furthermore, it focuses on societal challenges facing EU society.
Horizon 2020 is the financial instrument implementing the Innovation Union.
2020 opens besides the 28 EU countries to:
 acceding countries, candidate countries and potential candidates, in accordance with the general principles
and general terms and conditions for the participation of those countries in Union Programmes established
in the respective framework agreements and decisions of association councils or similar agreements;
 -selected third countries that fulfil all of the following criteria:
o have a good capacity in science, technology and innovation;
o have a good track record of participation in Union research and innovation Programmes;
o have close economic and geographical links to the Union;
The Horizon 2020 Programme consists of the following pillars:
 “Excellent science”
 “Industrial leadership”
 “Societal challenges”
All parts of Horizon 2020 are implemented by the Commission, which adopted annual workProgrammes that contain
descriptions of the actions to be financed, an indication of the amount allocated to each action, indicative
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implementation timetables, as well as a multi-annual approach and strategic orientations for the essential evaluation
criteria and the maximum rate of co-financing.
The priorities should be implemented by a specific Programme consisting of three Parts on indirect actions and one Part
on the direct actions of the Joint Research Centre (JRC).
The specific objective “Strengthening Europe's science base in frontier research” under “Excellent science” will be
implemented by the European Research Council (“ERC”).
The short description of the Horizon 2020 Programme parts are follows:

5.2.1 Excellent Science (Budget: EUR 24 441 million)
Objectives
Activities under this Pillar aim to reinforce and extend the excellence of the Union’s science base, to consolidate the
European Research Area in order to make the Union’s research and innovation system more competitive on a global
scale, to provide training and career development opportunities and to develop future and emerging technologies and
EU research infrastructures
The excellent science Programme targets
 To develop the science in world class,
 To improve the advanced research capabilities,
 To access to the best infrastructure of the researchers.
The Excellent Science pillar has main four specific objectives:
 Strengthening frontier research, through the activities of the European Research Council (ERC); ERC’s
objectives, in addition to existing national and international Programmes, are to strengthen the dynamism and
creativity in Europe and to become Europe an attraction centre for best researchers via supporting frontier
researches conducted by individual teams. ERC will provide attractive and flexible funding to enable talented
and creative top- level individual researchers and their teams to pursue the most promising avenues at the
frontier of science, on the basis of Union-wide competition.(€13 095 million)
 Strengthening research in Future and Emerging Technologies (FET); the aim of FET is to turn Europe's
excellent science base into a competitive advantage. FET will support collaborative research in order to extend
Europe’s capacity for advanced and paradigm-changing innovation. They will foster scientific collaboration
across disciplines on radically new, high-risk ideas and accelerate development of the most promising
emerging areas of science and technology as well as the Union-wide structuring of the corresponding scientific
communities.(€2 696 million)
 Strengthening skills, training and career development, through the Marie Skłodowska-Curie actions
(MSCA);The MSCA aim to equip researchers with the necessary skills and international experience for a
successful career, either in the public or the private sector. MSCA will provide excellent and innovative
research training as well as attractive career and knowledge-exchange opportunities through cross-border and
cross-sector mobility of researchers to best prepare them to face current and future societal challenges. (€6.162
million)
 Strengthening European research infrastructures, including e-infrastructures; Research infrastructure
will develop European research infrastructure for 2020 and beyond, foster their innovation potential and
human capital, and complement this with the related Union policy and international cooperation. (€2.488)
Eligibility
Independent researchers of any age, including starting researchers making the transition to being independent research
leaders in their own right, from any country in the world will be supported.

5.2.2 Industrial leadership: (Budget: EUR 17 016 million)
Objective
“Industrial leadership” aims to speed up development of the technologies and innovations that will underpin tomorrow's
businesses and help innovative European SMEs to grow into world-leading companies. It should help make Europe a
more attractive location to invest in research and innovation by supporting major investments in key industrial
technologies, by facilitating access to risk finance for innovative companies and projects, and providing Union wide
support for innovation in small and medium-sized enterprises.
The scopes are:
• Boosting job creation
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• Support innovation, increase market uptake
• Stimulate private investment in R&D
• Strengthen participation of innovative SMEs
It consists of three specific objectives:
 "Leadership in enabling and industrial technologies" ICT-LEIT (€13 557 million) provides dedicated
support for research, development and demonstration and, where appropriate, for standardisation and
certification, on information and communications technology (ICT), nanotechnology, advanced materials,
biotechnology, advanced manufacturing and processing and space. Emphasis will be placed on interactions and
convergence across and between the different technologies and their relations to societal challenges. User
needs will be taken into account in all these fields.
Aiming at new and breakthrough technologies, this part of the Programme will contribute to boosting competitiveness,
creating jobs and supporting growth.
The emphasis is on areas of research and innovation with a strong industrial dimension and where mastering new
technological opportunities will enable and drive innovation.
The objective is to achieve the EU Industrial policy goals, which represents an important component of the EU Strategy
for Key Enabling Technologies (KET).
The emphasis for Leadership in Enabling and Industrial Technologies (LEIT) actions will be on:
o Research and innovation to strengthen Europe's industrial capacities and business perspectives,
including SMEs
o Public-private partnerships (PPPs)
o Cross-cutting KETs
o Seizing the ICT opportunities
o Contributions to solving Societal Challenges and to Focus Areas
o Cross-cutting aspects, like international cooperation and responsible research and innovation.
The involvement of industrial participants and of SMEs in particular, is crucial in maximising the expected impact of
the actions.
Six main activity lines have been identified in the ICT-LEIT part of the Work Programme:
o A new generation of components and systems
o Advanced Computing
o Future Internet
o Content technologies and information management
o Robotics
o Micro- and Nano-electronic technologies, Photonics


"Access to risk finance"(Debt facility, Equity facility and Specific implementation aspects €2 842 million)
aims to overcome deficits in the availability of debt and equity finance for R&D and innovation-driven
companies and projects at all stages of development. Together with the equity instrument of the Programme for
the Competitiveness of Enterprises and small and medium-sized enterprises (COSME) (2014‑2020) it will
support the development of Union-level venture capital.
This specific objective will help companies and other types of organisation engaged in research and innovation (R&I) to
gain easier access, via financial instruments, to loans, guarantees, counter-guarantees and hybrid, mezzanine and equity
finance.
The concrete goal is to support and facilitate access to sources of debt and equity financing by innovative companies of
all sizes and also by research centres and universities, public-private partnerships, special-purpose companies or
projects, and joint ventures.
Particular support is required for innovative SMEs (and in some sectors, microenterprises), especially in the start-up
phase or after diversifying into new markets.
The availability of early-stage and growth-stage equity finance for innovative firms also needs improvement, with better
access to finance a must for the concept and proof-of-concept stage of the innovation process. For commercial-scale,
first-of-a-kind demonstration plants and their market uptake and wider deployment, a more predictable and stable
supply of risk capital is needed: this is a key factor in attracting the public and private input necessary for
commercialisation to happen. The availability of debt finance for R&I infrastructures also needs enhancing.
The goal is to make Europe a more attractive location to invest in research and innovation (including eco-innovation),
by promoting activities where businesses set the agenda. It will provide major investment in key industrial technologies,
maximise the growth potential of European companies by providing them with adequate levels of finance and help
innovative SMEs to grow into world-leading companies.
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The instruments of this pillar are;
o InnovFin - EU Finance for Innovators InnovFin – EU Finance for Innovators is the name under which the
EU promotes a range of debt and equity products and advisory services in order to effectively give a boost
to the availability of finance for research and innovation activities in Europe.
o InnovFin - EU Finance for Innovators consists of a range of tailored products – from guarantees for
intermediaries that lend to SMEs to direct loans to enterprises - helping support the smallest to the largest
R&I projects in the EU and countries associated to Horizon 2020, the new EU research Programme for
2014-20. InnovFin builds on the success of the Risk-Sharing Finance Facility, developed under the
seventh EU framework Programme for research and technological development (FP7), which helped
provide over €11 billion of finance to 114 R&I projects worth more than €30 billion.
o The InnovFin products will operate in conjunction with those of EU Programme for the Competitiveness
of Enterprises and Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (COSME) that will support the development of
Union-level venture capital.
 Financial Institutions:
The European Investment Bank (EIB) and the European Investment Fund (EIF) will play an important role, as entrusted
entities, in implementing each financial instrument facility on behalf of and in partnership with the European
Commission.
The European Investment Bank will provide loans to medium to larger companies, or guarantees to banks’ lending to
them. The European Investment Fund will provide guarantees to banks’ lending to small and medium-sized firms and –
at a later stage – invest in venture capital funds providing start-ups and fast-growing firms with equity.
SMEs cannot directly apply to this pillar. Funds, banks, business angels, or credit guaranty fund are eligible institutions
for this pillar.

5.2.2.1.Innovation in SMEs
“Innovation in SMEs”aims at creating a bridge between the core of the framework Programme - support to research,
development and innovation projects - and the creation of a favourable ecosystem for SME innovation and growth. This
will provide SME-tailored support to stimulate all forms of innovation in SMEs, targeting those with the potential to
grow and internationalise across the single market and beyond.
The objective of ‘Innovation in SMEs’ is to optimise the Research, Development & Innovation environment for
SMEs, including through the establishment and facilitation of a range of support services, with the aim of strengthening
the innovation capacity of SMEs and creating value on the market and/or into society, thus underpinning the
Europe2020 strategy for smart, inclusive and sustainable growth. A range of actions contributes to building innovation
management capacity for Small and Medium Enterprises. Innovation management capacity is the internal ability of
companies to manage innovation processes from the generation of the idea to its profitability on the market.
SMEs can find this kind of support via a dedicated SME instrument, which is a novel approach to support SMEs'
innovation activities. The SME Instrument is a new initiative under Horizon 2020, and helps to increase the economic
impact of project results by a company-centric and market-driven approach.
The SME instrument addresses the financing needs of internationally oriented SMEs, in implementing high-risk and
high-potential innovation ideas. It aims at supporting projects with a European dimension that lead to radical changes in
how business (product, processes, services, marketing etc.) is done. It launches companies into new markets, promote
growth, and create high returns of investment. The SME instrument addresses all types of innovative SMEs so as to be
able to promote growth champions in all sectors.
Specialities of the Programme;
- Programme is only open to the participation of SMEs
 R&D and innovation activities of innovative SMEs from all sectors will be supported
 The fields of subjects are independent emphasis made on the condition under the components of “Industrial
leadership” and “Societal challenges” areas.
 There is no obligation to create a consortium. The single SME also applies.
 Only the best and innovative ideas for the promotion of competition will be a busy schedule.
 Only the best and innovative ideas will be supported. There will be an intensely competitive environment.
9 technology readiness levels have been identified under the Programme. These are;
• TRL 1: Basic technology research
• TRL 2: Technology concept
• TRL 3: Proof of concept
• TRL 4: Validated technology in lab
• TRL 5: Validated technology in relevant environment
• TRL 6: Technology demonstration
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• TRL 7: System prototype demonstration
• TRL 8: System complete and qualified
- TRL 9: System launch and operation
The SME instrument consists of three separate phases and a coaching and mentoring service for beneficiaries with the
aim of transforming disruptive ideas into concrete, innovative solutions with European and global impact. Participants
may apply to Phase 1 with a view to applying to Phase 2 at a later date, or directly to Phase 2.
The contents and eligible activities within the phases are described below:
PHASE 1- Concept& Feasibility Assessment- Idea to Concept: Before the application of this phase, SME should have
an idea/ concept.
In the field of this Phase, Proposals submitted shall consist of a draft business plan and feasibility study verifying the
technological/practical as well as economic viability of an innovation idea/concept with considerable novelty to the
industry sector in which it is presented (new products, processes, services and technologies or new market applications
of existing technologies). These may, for example, comprise risk assessment, market study, user involvement,
intellectual property (IP) management, innovation strategy development, partner search, feasibility of concept etc.
Proposals may analyse bottlenecks preventing advance of the applicant SME in this area and identify how a phase 2
proposal may contribute to attaining growth or sustainability.
The main outcome of the proposal should be an initial business plan based on the proposed idea/ concept. Funding for
phase 1 will be provided in the form of a lump sum of EUR 50.000 and business coaching. Proposals should have a
duration of around 6 months.
PHASE 2- Demonstration, Market, Replication and R&D- Concept to Market- Maturity: The SME will further
develop its proposal through innovation activities, and draft a more developed business plan that should be based on
through Phase 1 or another means.
Innovation projects that address a specific challenge and demonstrate high potential in terms of company
competitiveness and growth underpinned by a strategic business plan.
Activities should focus on innovation activities such as demonstration, testing, prototyping, piloting, scaling-up,
miniaturisation, design, market replication and the like aiming to bring an innovation idea (product, process, service
etc.) to industrial readiness and maturity for market introduction, but may also include some research. For technological
innovation a Technology Readiness Levels of 6 or above (or similar for non-technological innovations) are envisaged
The duration of this phase will be 1- 2 years. Funding rate is %70. The EU may contribute between 0.5 million Euro
and 2.5 million and provide business coaching in the frame work of this phase.
PHASE 3- Commercialisation-Prepare for Market Launch: Support to commercialisation promotes the wider
implementation of innovative solutions and customers and supports financing of growth by facilitating access to public
and private risk capital. The SME will receive extensive support to help polish its concept into a marketable product,
and have access to networking opportunities within this phase. Nevertheless, this stage will not provide for direct
funding. But:
The Indirect Support Measures and Services Other Actions of “Innovation in SMEs”
SMEs can benefit from indirect support measures and services as well as access to the financial facilities supported
under Horizon 2020.
'Innovation in SMEs' also includes actions which provide indirect support to SMEs in the form of tailored services and
projects (innovation management capacity building, IPR management, etc…), networking and mobilization actions for
innovation service providers and policymakers (i.e. exchange of experience between national innovation agencies).
“Innovation in SMEs Working Programme 2014- 2015 includes the type of activities and it is attached (Annex- 2)

5.2.2.2. Mentoring and Coaching
Each beneficiary of the SME instrument will be offered business coaching support during Phase 1 (up to 3 coaching
days) and Phase 2 (up to 12 coaching days) in addition to the grant offered. This support will be provided through the
Enterprise Europe Network (EEN), a key player in improving SMEs' access to funding opportunities and delivered by a
group of qualified and experienced business coaches. The local EEN office will introduce the beneficiary to the
coaching process and propose a selection of coaches from the database managed by the Commission for the beneficiary
to choose from. The objective is to accelerate the impact of the support provided through the SME instrument and to
equip beneficiaries with the necessary skills, business processes and relevant competencies for long-term growth. Phase
3 does not include individual business coaching, but SME instrument participants will be able to count on continuing
EEN support in linking to relevant support services within the Network, regionally or nationally. It is important to note
that the objective of coaching is not to support the company in project management or reporting obligations related to
Horizon 2020 participation. This stage will not provide for direct funding.
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5.2.2.3. Competitiveness of Enterprise and SMEs (COSME)
Known as'Innovation in SMEs'this funds additional activities intended to support
internationalisation, and improving access to markets (through the COSME Programme).

entrepreneurship,

Together with the equity instrument of the Programme for the Competitiveness of Enterprises and small and mediumsized enterprises (COSME) (2014‑ 2020) "Innovation in SMEs" will provide SME-tailored support to stimulate all
forms of innovation in SMEs, targeting those with the potential to grow and internationalise across the single market
and beyond.
The Programme for the Competitiveness of enterprises and SMEs (COSME) is the first support Programme of
Innovation in SMEs. COSME’s aim is to strengthen the competitiveness and sustainability of the Union’s enterprises,
including in the tourism sector, encourage an entrepreneurial culture, and promote the creation and growth of SMEs.
It largely continues the activities started under the current Competitiveness and Innovation Programme (CIP) and also
ensures continuity with initiatives and actions already undertaken under the Entrepreneurship and Innovation
Programme (EIP), such as the Enterprise Europe Network.
The specific objectives of the COSME are;
•
•
•
•

Improve the framework conditions to make for the competitiveness and sustainability of Union
enterprises including in the tourism sector
Encouraging an entrepreneurial culture and promoting the creation and growth of SMEs
Improving access to finance for SMEs in the form of equity and debt
Improving access to markets inside the Union and globally.

The financial instruments are operated by the European Investment Bank Group on behalf of the Commission and other
actions may be managed by an executive agency, building on the positive experience with the Executive Agency for
Competitiveness and Innovation (EACI) in the current multi-annual financial framework.
Besides all EU countries, the Programmeisopen to the participation of EFTA countries which are members of the
European Economic Area (EEA), in accordance with the conditions laid down in the EEA Agreement, acceding
countries, candidate countries and potential candidates in accordance with the general principles and general terms and
conditions for the participation of those countries in Union's Programmes established in the respective Framework
Agreements and Association Council Decisions.
Furthermore, this challenge supports the second EUREKA/Eurostars Joint Programme Initiative (2014-2020) that
provides funding for market-oriented transnational collaborative R&D projects, spearheaded by R&D performing SMEs
established in any of the 34 EUREKA Member-States that participate to Eurostars. Eurostars pools together national
resources, with the aim of strengthening integration and synchronization of national research Programmes contributing
to the achievement of a European Research Area.

5.2.3 Societal challenges
Horizon 2020 reflects the policy priorities of the Europe 2020 strategy and addresses major concerns shared by citizens
in Europe and elsewhere. This Societal Challenge of the Horizon 2020 Programme aims at fostering a greater
understanding of Europe, by providing solutions and support inclusive, innovative and reflective European societies
with an innovative public sector in a context of unprecedented transformations and growing global interdependencies. A
challenge-based approach brings together resources and knowledge across different fields, technologies and disciplines,
including social sciences and the humanities. This covers activities from research to market with a new focus on
innovation-related activities, such as piloting, demonstration, test-beds, and support for public procurement and market
uptake. It includes establishing links with the activities of the European Innovation Partnerships (EIP).
The Societal Challenges Programme; covers activities from research to market with a new focus on innovation-related
activities, such as pilots, demonstrations and test beds, includes support for public procurement and market uptake and
helps to establish links with the activities of the European Innovation Partnerships (EIP).
Funding will focus on the following challenges:
*Health, demographic change and wellbeing; Responding to this challenge, research and innovation (R&I) under
Horizon 2020 is an investment in better health for all. It aims to keep older people active and independent for longer
and supports the development of new, safer and more effective interventions. R&D under Horizon 2020 also contributes
to the sustainability of health and care systems.
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*Food security, sustainable agriculture and forestry, marine and maritime and inland water research, and the
Bio economy; A transition is needed towards an optimal and renewable use of biological resources and towards
sustainable primary production and processing systems. These systems will need to produce more food, fibre and other
bio-based products with minimised inputs, environmental impact and greenhouse gas emissions, and with enhanced
ecosystem services, zero waste and adequate societal value.
*Agriculture, forestry, fisheries and aquaculture, together with the bio-based industries, are integral parts of the
European economy and society. Relying on the use of limited natural resources, these sectors produce and process
biological resources to satisfy the demand of consumers and a wide range of industries for food, feed, bio-energy and
bio-based products. While they enhance Europe’s self-reliance and provide jobs and business opportunities essential for
rural, coastal and marine areas, these sectors are also facing significant challenges which require solutions based on
research and innovation.
*Secure clean and efficient energy; The Energy Challenge is designed to support the transition to a reliable,
sustainable and competitive energy system.
The Energy Challenge is structured around seven specific objectives and research areas:
• Reducing energy consumption and carbon footprint
• Low-cost, low-carbon electricity supply
• Alternative fuels and mobile energy sources
• A single, smart European electricity grid
• New knowledge and technologies
• Robust decision making and public engagement
• Market uptake of energy and ICT innovation
The first work Programme for "Secure, Clean and Efficient Energy" will be split into the following focus areas: energy
efficiency, low carbon technologies, smart cities & communities
A budget of €5 931 million has been allocated to non-nuclear energy research for the period 2014-2020. Out of this
figure, more than €200 million is earmarked to support European Institute of Innovation and Technology activities,
subject to a mid-term review.
*Smart, green and integrated transport; This Challenge aims to boost the competitiveness of the European transport
industries and achieve a European transport system that is resource-efficient, climate-and-environmentally-friendly, safe
and seamless for the benefit of all citizens, the economy and society.
It also aims at a better mobility, less congestion, more safety and security with a substantial reduction of traffic
congestion.
The Transport Challenge is allocated a budget of €6 339 million for the period 2014-2020 and will contribute to four
key objectives, each supported by specific activities.
*Climate action, environment, resource efficiency and raw materials; Activities in this Challenge helps increase
European competitiveness, raw materials security and improve wellbeing. At the same time they will assure
environmental integrity, resilience and sustainability with the aim of keeping average global warming below 2° C and
enabling ecosystems and society to adapt to climate change and other environmental changes.
This Challenge funds research and innovation with the following specific objectives:
-to achieve a resource – and water - efficient and climate change resilient economy and society,
-the protection and sustainable management of natural resources and ecosystems, and
-a sustainable supply and use of raw materials, in order to meet the needs of a growing global population within the
sustainable limits of the planet's natural resources and eco-systems
*Europe in a changing world - inclusive, innovative and reflective societies; This Challenge of the Horizon 2020
Programme aims at fostering a greater understanding of Europe, by providing solutions and support inclusive,
innovative and reflective European societies with an innovative public sector in a context of unprecedented
transformations and growing global interdependencies.
*Secure societies - protecting freedom and security of Europe and its citizens; This Challenge is about undertaking
the research and innovation activities needed to protect citizens, society and economy as well as our infrastructures and
services, prosperity, political stability and wellbeing. This Challenge should bring together all security stakeholders:
industry - including SMEs, research organisations, universities, as well as public authorities, non-governmental
organisations and public and private organisations in the security domain. The active involvement of end-users is of
high importance.
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6 PROVIDED SUPPORTS BY FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

6.1 Turkey Central Union of Credit and Guarantee Cooperative Union of
Tradesmen and Craftsmen (TESKOMB)
Turkey Halk Bank has been tasked with making use of the sources appointed by the State with the aim of supporting
tradesmen and craftsmen in Turkey. In this programme, loan guaranteesfortradesmen and craftsmen, which became
partners through cooperatives, and a subsidiary of TESKOMBisgivedtobanks.The co-operatives charge a small
additional interest to cover their costs.Thedifferencebetween the interest on the loans awarded to tradesmen and
craftsmen by their co-operative and commercial credit interest is covered by aState grant.
TESKOMB underwrites the operation of Tradesmen and Craftsmen Credit and Guarantee Cooperatives. In order to be a
member of a credit and guarantee co-operative, it is required to be a tradesmen-craftsman and registered to Tradesmen
and Craftsmen Registration.
The entrepreneurs meeting the conditions for membership submit a written application to the cooperative. The status of
the applicant is investigated. The decision of acceptance or refusal of a loan guarantee is reported to the relevant person
in written in 15 days. Cooperative conveys its offer to T. Halk Bank. Offer is examined by T. Halk Bank and further
inquiries are conducted by the bank. On the condition that the inquiry has been brought to a successful conclusion, the
memberis provided with credit.
The types of loans provided for tradesmen and craftsmen are described below:
Type of Loan
Scope
Guarantee
Upper
Maturity
Amount
(TL)

Interest Ratio
%

Working Capital
Loan

For raw materials and
working capital needs
of tradesmen and
craftsmen

Cooperative and
individual
guarantees,
mortgage, pledge
of
commercial
enterprise

150.000

1- 5 years

Up to one
year
4%,
more
than
one year 5%

Monthly Equal
Instalments

For raw materials and
working capital needs

Cooperative
individual

150.000

12- 24 months

Up to one
year
4%,

Working Capital
Loan

of tradesmen
craftsmen

guarantees,
mortgage, pledge
of
commercial

Facility Loan

For new machine,
tools and equipment
purchase
of
tradesmen
and
craftsmen

Cooperative
and
individual
guarantees,
mortgage, pledge
of
commercial
enterprise
and
insurance

150.000

2- 5 years

Up to one
year
4%,
more
than
one year 5%

Employment
Support Loan

Supplying in new
machine,
toolsequipment’s in order
to increase product
and
service

Cooperative
and
individual
guarantees,
mortgage, pledge
of
commercial

150.000

1 year grace
period, total 3
years

Up to one
year
4%,
more
than
one year 5%

and

and

more
than
one year 5%

enterprise
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production and to
create employment
opportunity

enterprise
insurance

Cooperative
Export- Facility
Loan

Technological
machinery-equipment
purchases
of
exporting enterprises
operating
in
the
manufacturing sector

2
persons
guarantees as well
as the cooperative
guarantee
and
insurance

150.000

First year grace
period
for
interest
and
principal capital,
4 years

Up to one
year
4%,
more
than
one year 5%

Discount Loan

Discounting of bonds
aims to finance short-

Cooperative
individual

150.000

1- 9 months

Up to one
year
4%,

term operating cost

guarantees,
mortgage, pledge
of
commercial
enterprise

Purchasing of new
model vehicle

Cooperative
and
individual
guarantees,
mortgage
and
comprehensive
insurance in favour

Commercial
Vehicle
Purchase Loan
for
Driver
Tradesmen

and

and

more
than
one year 5%

150.000

2- 5 years

Up to one
year
4%,
more
than
one year 5%

and

150.000

Working Capital
Loan:
14
years, Discount
Loan:
19
months

Up to one
year
4%,
more
than
one year 5%

persons

150.000

3 years

Up to one

of the Bank
Commercial
Vehicle Repair
Loan for Driver
Tradesmen

Purchasing of tires
and spare parts and
maintaining
and
repairing of vehicles

Cooperative
individual
guarantees,
mortgage

Loan

for

Renewal of school

2

Service Vehicle
and Pick- up
Renewal

and staff service
vehicles and tools
with the truck used in

guarantees as well
as the cooperative
guarantee
and

urban
freight
transportation
of
older models than 10
years

comprehensive
insurance
with
vehicle pledge

year
4%,
more
than
one year 5%

6.2 Credit Guarantee Fund Support
Credit Guarantee Fund provides a guarantee in order for a small and medium sized enterprise to increase their collateral
sufficiently to able to use a bank loan in the financing of their investments and operations. In the framework of this
system, entrepreneurship is encouraged and contribution to economic growth and progress is made by enabling
additional credit provision to SMEs. The subjects which are given priory in evaluation by KGF guarantees are
innovative investments’, small enterprises utilising advanced technology, investments that trigger additional
employment, and investments oriented to regional progress.
In order for a request to be evaluated;
• Project should be profitable, feasible and sustainable.
• The team which implements the Project should have professional skills and qualification.
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•
•

Project employment should be increased and its sustainability should be provided.
Project should contain acceptable risks.

Guarantee is awarded for every type of credit directed to operation need and there is no any limitation in credit type.
The types of guarantee that aregiven, generally cover:
• Increasing employment,
•
Enlargement of Available Site,
• Increasing Raw Material Supply,
• New Technology Use,
• Moving to a New Workplace,
• Overcoming cash flow problems,
• Financing of Exports,
• Financing of Imports,
• Credits underpinning Letters of Guarantee,
• Leasing,
• Other Cash Credits or Non-Cash Credits used by SMEs.
TheCredit Guarantee Fund is giving guarantees up to 80% of the credit according to risk sharing principles.
Fund is working together with the banks and financial leasing companies in Turkey.
KGB’ can directly give guarantee for financing they provide with project support Programmes of intuitions to the
operations.

6.2.1 Direct Guarantee Provided in TÜBİTAK transfer payments
Guarantee is provided for transfer payments, which will be made by TÜBİTAK, for feasible projects for
industrythathave economic value in technological innovation, in research and development, product and/or process.
In order for guarantee to be provided, the operation should be an SME; the operation should not be in the process of
bankruptcy, termination, and concordat, in the phase of postponement of bankruptcy; have overdue tax and SSI debts or
execution proceeding during application and guarantee should not be converted into cash for TÜBİTAK project priory.
The companies having the application conditions fill the ‘Application Form’ in website of CGF, http://www.kgf.com.tr/
and deliver the other requiredocuments. Guarantee limitation for a company, given by CGF, is limited to 1.000.000.TRY. The operation deposits the application fee which is 250.-TRY for every project with guarantee application to bank
accounts of KGF. The guarantee commission is collected from the amount assumed at the rate of 07.5% in 6-month
periods. :

6.2.2 Direct Guarantee Provided for SME Supports
In order for guarantee to be provided for the operation the applicant should be an SME; the operation should not be in
the process of bankruptcy, termination, concordat, in the phase of postponement of bankruptcy; have overdue tax and
SSI debts or execution proceeding during application and guarantee should not be converted into cash for TÜBİTAK
project priory.
The companies having the application conditions fill the ‘Application Form’ in website of CGF, http://www.kgf.com.tr/
and deliver the other needed documents.

6.2.3 Direct Guarantee Provided for KOSGEB’s Supports-to-pay back
Guarantee limitation is maximum 1.000.000.-TRY on the condition that it should not exceed the total of supports,
which are to be paid back, stated in the Decision of Board of KOSGEB (Small and Medium Industry Development
Organization). The SMEdeposits application and examination fee at the rate of 0.5% of the requested support amount,
which is to be paid to the relevant account of any bank in which CGF works. (The application and examination fee
should not be less than 300.-TRY and more than 1.300.-TRY.)
Guarantee commission of CGF is collected from the operation by being calculated at 1.5% rate yearly from
guaranteerisk for every year until ‘Guarantee Letter’ is returned by KOSGEB.

6.2.4 Direct Guarantee provided for Credits that will be issued by Turkish Eximbank
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Guarantee is provided for short, medium and long-term export credits and foreign exchange-gaining services credits,
which will be used from Turkish Eximbank by KGF.
For guaranties issued byT.Eximbank; the maximum guarantee amount per SME is 2.000.000. TRY or for equivalentin
foreign exchange and a SMEgroup, the maximum guarantee is 2.500.000 TRY or foreign exchange equivalent.

6.3 Turkish Development Bank Supports
Various loan facilities are provided by Bank. For detailed information on the loans should be applied to the Bank.

6.3.1 Own Source TL Lending Programme
6.3.1.1.

Kalkınma Investment Loan (TL)

The purpose of the loan is to finance Fixed Investment Expenditures of projects in the Sectors prioritised by the Turkish
Treasury through an Investment& Incentive License and/ or defined in the annual activity Programmes of the
Development Bank.
Joint Stock Companies making investments in the sectors of Industry, tourism, education and health are eligible entities
to be financed.
Credit ratio is determined according to the result of Project Appraisal Report prepared by the experts of Bank. Maturity
depends on the project characteristics between 5 and 7 years including 2-year grace period.

6.3.1.2.

Kalkınma Working Capital Loan

The purpose of the loan is to finance the Working Capital needs of enterprises in the sectorsdefined in the annual
activity Programme of the Development Bank.
Working capital loan can only be extended together with an Investment loan to the Joint Stock Companies involved in
the
sectors
of
industry,
tourism,
education
and
health.
Credit can be up to the amount of working capital calculated and determined by the experts of the Bank during the
project appraisal. Credit ratio is determined according to the result of project evaluation study. Maturity usually is 3
years including 1- year grace period.

6.3.1.3.

Kalkınma Short- Medium Term Loan (TL)

The purpose of the loan is finance needs of enterprises in the fields defined in the annual activity Programmes of the
Bank.
The enterprises involved in the sectors of industry, tourism, education, health, energy are eligible in order to benefit
from this loan.

6.3.2 Foreign Resources Loans
6.3.2.1. World Bank Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Loan (USD/EURO)
The purpose of the loan is to finance investment expenditures (goods, works and services) of energy production projects
based on renewable resources (wind, solar, geothermal, wave, tide, biomass and hydroelectric generating facilities) as
well as energy efficiency projects carried out by private enterprises, in the form of a joint stock company (more than 50
percent of the shares held by persons or companies).
The private enterprises having a certificate from the relevant local or national authority recognising compliance with
applicable environmental laws and regulations of Turkey for the renewable energy and energy efficiency investment
projects are eligible to use this loan.
Credit limit maximum is 50 million USD. Credit ratio is maximum 75% of the Project total cost. Equity ratio is
minimum 15% of the renewable energy Project total cost. Equity ratio is minimum 25% of the energy efficiency Project
total cost. Maturity is minimum 4 Years including minimum 1-year grace period and maximum 25 years including
maximum 10-year grace period. Usually maturities up to 14 years including 4-year grace period are proposed according
to the results of project evaluation studies conducted by the experts.

6.3.2.2.

European Investment Bank SME Development Loan (USD/EURO)

The purpose of the loan is to finance investment expenditures (goods, works and services) of small and medium sized
enterprises (SMEs) primarily in industry and services.
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The autonomous small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) with fewer than 500 employees prior to the project and
not exceeding EUR 25.000.000 of total project cost in industry and tourism sectors and SMEs in certain priority sectors
such as environmental protection, education, health, energy efficiency and development of a knowledge based
economy irrespective of the size of promoter can be financed through this fund.
Credit limit is maximum 12.500.000 Euro for a project. Maturity is minimum2 years including minimum 1-year grace
period and maximum 12 years including maximum 4-year grace period. Usually maturities are proposed according to
the results of project evaluation studies conducted by the experts.

6.3.2.3.

European Investment Bank Hotel Renovation and Energy Efficiency Loan

The purpose of the loan is to finance projects not exceeding 25 million Euro of total investment that are conducted by
companies in tourism sector in certain activities such as renovation of existing tourism facilities, optimization, energy
efficiency, sustainable tourism etc., in Turkey.
Credit limit maximum is 12.500.000 Euro. Credit ratio and maturity determine according to the result of project
evaluation study.

6.3.2.4.

European Investment Bank SME- MIDCAP Energy/ Energy Efficiency Loan

Credit is used for small-medium and large-sized companies in financing renewable energy (solar, biomass, geothermal,
wind) and energy efficiency investments (district heating / district cooling, cogeneration for energy saving and high
efficient heat and power generation in buildings investments) projects. The total amount of investment in the scope of
the fund is maximum 50 million Euro. Maximum of 50% of the total amount of investment is financed with loans. The
maturity determines according to the result of project evaluation study.

6.3.2.5. Islamic Development Bank Renewable Energy, Energy Efficiency Investment Loan
(USD/EURO)
The purpose of the loan is to finance private sector investment project expenditures in renewable energy production
facilities and energy efficiency. Credit limit, ratio of credit and maturity determine according to the result of project
evaluation study.

6.3.2.6.

Islamic Development Bank Investment Loan

The purpose of this loan is to finance purchasing of the machinery/ equipment and related service for investment
projects of Turkish investors
The private entities having an Investment Incentive License proposing foreign exchange source for financing of their
project in a certain sector are eligible for this fund. Credit limit is minimum 500.000 USD and maximum 10.000.000
USD. Credit ratio is up to 100% of the machinery/ equipment cost. Maturity is 5- 10 years including minimum 1-3
years grace period.

6.3.2.7.

German Development Bank (KfW) Renewable Energy/ Energy Efficiency Loan

The aim of this loan is to finance private sector investment projects in renewable energy production facility’s and
energy efficiency investments. Maximum credit limit is 15 million Euro. Credit rate is up to 80% of the total investment
amount. The German Development Bank lending limit is 15 million Euro. The maturity is determinedby the project
evaluation study.

6.3.2.8.

JBIC Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Loan

Loan is used for private sector investments in renewable energy production facility’s and energy efficiency investments.
Credit limit, ratio and maturity determine according to the project evaluation.

6.4 Halk Bank Support
Halkbank is an important institution for the financing needs of SMEs. The loans are provided to enterprises via various
support packages. For detailed information on the loans such as; upper limit, conditions, should be applied to the
branches of the Bank.
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6.4.1 SME Export Loans
•

Foreign Currency Loan:Thisloanisatthe floating rate revolving payment or fixed rate spot foreign currency
credit for products before export. Enterprises that give the export commitment of 200.000 USD within one
year can benefit from this loan
• TL Export Loan: Is the credit that can be used before or after the export of goods as export preparation credit
and this credit’s interest can be accrued in TL.
The maturity of theinvestment loan is a maximum of 5 years with a grace period of up to 2 years. The maturity in
working capital loan is a maximum of 4 years with a grace period of up to 6 months.

6.4.2 Machine Manufacturing Support Package
Machine Manufacturing Support Package is a credit created for the purpose of meeting the needs of machine
manufacturers that operate in the machine manufacturing industry sector and companies that purchase machines from
the Turkish manufacturers., Loans can cover Turkish machine purchase cost, working capital and foreign-trade
financing.

6.4.3 Special Loans for Technology, R&D, Innovation and Marketing Investments
These credits are for financing projects such as R&D, know-how, patent, technological innovations etc. that will
increase efficiency.
Co-financing opportunity (on condition that it is certified) is provided to companies that earned the right to receive
grant/support/incentive as a result of the assessment of their R&D projects within the international grant and support
Programmes such as European Union, World Bank and national TÜBİTAK/TEYDEB, TTGV and KOSGEB.

6.4.3.1. Technology Support Package
This has a number of subsidiary credit schemes:
* Information Sector Support Credit ; Loans are for the needs of the software companies that produce services related
with information technologies such as computer, hardware, software, Programming, internet, multimedia (modem, blue
tooth, digital camera, graphic/sound card, MP3, web camera etc.) and technology.
*Technology Renewal Credit;TL. loans are for business firms that want to renew their current computer technology or
purchase services related with information technologies including the education services related with computer,
hardware, software, Programming, internet, multimedia (modem, blue tooth, digital camera, graphic/sound card, MP3,
web camera etc.) and technology. The credit to be provided can be paid against a proformainvoice up to a maximum
75% of the VAT included. Credit period is maximum 36 months.
*InnovationLoanThe credit enables; financial support for new product design, improvement of existing products, R&D
laboratory establishment, increasing product quality and standard, development of cost cutting new techniques and new
manufacturing technologies. Maturity for the investment credits is maximum 5 years with a grace period up to 2 years,
maturity in working capital loan is maximum 4 years with a grace period up to 6 months.
*Quality Certificate Credit: This is a type of credit designed to encourage companies to acquire ISO Quality Standards
Certificate (HACCP, BRC, IFS, EUROGAP, ISO 9000, 14000, 18.000, ISO 22000 quality standards) and CE
(ConformiteEuropeene) marking, and to provide financial support.

6.4.4 Home and Abroad Fair Participation Loan
It is to promote the products and services at trade fairs held at home and abroad.
The companies which are receiving support from Under secretariat of Foreign Trade (DTM), to participate in trade fairs
abroad as well as the companies that will participate in the organization of the trade fairs and exhibitions held at home
can apply to benefit from this credit.
Stand rents, stand construction, decoration, insurance, transportation and customs expenses, personnel expenses,
catalogue and other promotion expenses of the SMEs that will participate in the fairs abroad may be covered with this
credit. In the case that companies will participate in the fairs at home join the organization of the organizing firms, their
participation fees, personnel expenses, catalogue and other promotion expenses and if they participate individually, their
stand rent, stand construction and transportation expenses are met. The credit period is 12 months. The credit is
provided in TL and repayments are by monthly equal instalments.

6.4.5 SME Tourism Sector
Thisis a type of credit with seasonal payments that are designed to provide SMEs that are working on tourism activities
with credit suitable for their cash flow.
The credit is used every year for a maximum 9 months with grace period in accordance with the cash flow of the
companies that are dealing with summer and winter tourism. It is used in compliance with your cash flow monthly by
equal instalments or periodical instalments.
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Credit viable Sectors; considered for loans are accommodation facilities, tourist restaurants with tourism certificate or
municipality business license, travel agencies, businesses for yacht tourism and supplier businesses that provide service
and sell products for tourism sector.

6.4.6 Service and Trade Sector Credits
Companies that operate in service industry such as education, consultancy and organization companies as well as
companies that perform wholesale trade and retail trade can benefit from this credit.
Credits offered within this package;
*Friendly Account: It is a type of credit, in which check, invoice and other regular payments can be performed for the
short term cash needs and that is identified into the current account.
*Budget Credit: It is a working capital loan that aims to regulate the cash balance during the foreseen grace period.
*Commercial Business Credit: It provides credit opportunities for the purchases of real estate properties such as
commercial business, shop, office, shop, shopping centre, hotel etc. with flexible payment up to 120 months of
maturity.
*Chamber Agreements: All the Chambers of Commerce and Industry members that signed a protocol with the bank is
provided with the credit that reaches maturities up to 30 months with very advantageous interest rates.

6.4.7 Undertaking Sector Credits
Within the scope of the package; both the letter of guarantee needs are met with advantageous commission rates, and
credits with maturities up to 36 months that are suitable for working capital needs.

6.4.8 Transportation Sector package:
Within the scope of the package; both the letter of guarantee needs are met with the advantageous commission rates,
and credits with maturities up to 36 months that are suitable for the working capital needs.
*Plate for Professional Drivers: This aims to finance the commercial taxi, shared taxi and minibus managers’
purchasing plates/lines, commercial vehicles/ service vehicles as well as the working capital needs.
Within the scope of the credit Plate Line Purchase Credit, Plate Guaranteed Working Capital Loan, Plate Guaranteed
Vehicle Purchase Credit, Service Vehicle Purchase Credit options are provided with maturities up to 60 months.
Principles related with the plate guaranteed credits that will be given to professional drivers;
a) Plate / Line Purchase Credit: It is applied for the taxi, shared taxi, minibus managers who are members of Chamber
/ Association / Union with maturity up to 60 months maximum by equal monthly instalments.
b) Plate Guaranteed Working Capital Loan: It is offered to finance the maintenance expenses, tire, spare part needs of
the commercial taxi, shared taxi, minibus drivers that operate within the borders of city of Istanbul and its maximum
maturity is 60 months.
c) Service Vehicle Purchase Credit: It is applied to finance the brand new or 2nd hand service vehicle purchases of the
managers that perform service transportation for the Chamber / Association / Union members with suitable maturities.

6.4.9 Special Loan to Tradesmen – Craftsmen:
Within the scope of credit financing up to 150,000 TL towards meeting working capital needs are provided.
The credit opportunity is for financing investments of up to 300,000 TL with maturities up to 60 months can be used
along with the interest rates starting from 4% offered via Tradesmen and Craftsmen Credit and Guarantee Cooperatives
guarantee or Bankable Direct Usage.
*Tradesmen Craftsmen Guarantee Cooperatives Credit:
Working Capital Loan for the Raw material and Circulating capital needs. According to the maturity up to 60 months
(with monthly, 3-month and 6-month payment period) and ESKKK’s risk group that is being part of, it has a limit of
75.000-TL, 100.000-TL and 150.000-TL.
Investment Credits for the new workplace and commercial vehicle purchase or machine renewal:
It has a maturity opportunity up to 60 months (with monthly and 3-month payment period) and it is limited up to
300.000.-TL.
Applicants should be natural entities, who are registered with the Chamber of Tradesmen and Craftsmen and the
Directorate of Tradesmen and Craftsmen Registry with the guarantee of the Tradesmen and Craftsmen Credit and
Guarantee Cooperative they are member of and who are partners with Tradesmen and Craftsmen Credit and Guarantee
Cooperative operating within the county where his business and residence are situated, and who have the competence to
use civil rights via the advantages of Halkbank can benefit from this credit.
*Investment Credits:
With the purpose of new workplace, commercial vehicle purchase and machine renewal, the credit limit is up to
300.000.-TL and maturity period up to 60 months.
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*Public Tradesmen Support Package: It is to meet the working capital and investment needs of the micro enterprise,
small business of tradesmen and craftsmen belonging to SME segment.If desired, the payments can be done in
periodical, monthly or 3-month equal instalments suitable for the incomes with an option of a grace period.
The upper limit of the credit is 150.000.-TL. The maturity of the credit is maximum 36 months including the grace
period.
The grace period can be foreseen for a maximum of first 6 months on the condition that it is in accordance with the
businesses’ cash-to-cash cycle. The credit is provided by once in 3 months periodical instalments, monthly equal
instalments or once in 3 months equal instalments. In once in 3 month equal instalment credit, grace period is not
provided.
*Tradesmen support packages based on the types of profession;
Grocery stores and retailers, coffee house – cafeteria managers, hair dressers, restaurant – café managers, tailors,
furniture – woodwork, greengrocers, stationers, taxi bus and service vehicle managers, tradesmen operating in the jobs
sinking into oblivion benefit from this credit.
*Entrepreneur Loans:
The purpose is to support the entrepreneurs set up new businesses.As of the date of application, entrepreneurs that have
carried out commercial activity of less than 1 year or entrepreneurs that do not own a workplace but want to set up their
own business can benefit from this credit.
With the entrepreneur credit, entrepreneurs, university graduate young entrepreneurs, technologic entrepreneurs
operating in techno cities are supported.
‘Young’ entrepreneurs that are university graduates, inexperienced and want to set up a business related with the
department they graduated from are provided with credits up to 50 thousand TL, ‘experienced’ entrepreneurs that
received training certificate / document from the professional associations and want to set up their own businesses are
provided with credits up to 30 thousand TL.
Entrepreneurs that are university graduates and want to begin their own businesses in the department where he is
experienced and trained along with the entrepreneurs that operate in techno cities and want to launch every kind of
invention/creation/new idea can benefit from the credit up to 75 thousand TL. Entrepreneurs that earned the right to
receive grants from the institutions such as KOSGEB, TÜBİTAK and TTGV also can benefit from this credit. The
repayment of the credit provided with a maturity up to 48 months is also by monthly equal instalments.
*Franchising: Specialised credit for entrepreneurs who want to start a business within a franchising system or operate
in a new area in addition to their existing activitiess.

6.5 Vakıf Bank Supports
Enterprises should apply to the branches in order to get detailed information on loans provided by Bank.

6.5.1 KOBİDOST Tradesmen Support Package
Tradesmen and craftsmen benefit from the supports in this package. Within the scope of this package, tradesmen and
craftsmen can perform tax, SSK payments and Bağkur payments, retirement and life insurance transactions under
suitable conditions from VakıfEmeklilik, suitable insurance products transactions under advantages conditions from
GüneşSigorta, factoring – leasing transactions with the cooperation of Vakıf Factoring and Vakıf Leasing, foreign
exchange transactions, foreign currency, effective buying and selling transactions.
*Instalment Commercial Loan: In the various maturities towards business finance, within 12-month periods a credit
with 4-month grace period or within 3 month-period a credit with equal instalment payment is applied. In order to
provide support for the expenses prior to the season, it provides credit opportunity with grace period when cash flow is
less and equal instalment credit for the remaining months.

6.5.2 KOBİ DOST Tourism Sector Support Package
Hotel, motel, hostel, holiday village, camping, rural tourism facilities, thermal facility owners and managers and
companies managing yacht business, all of which have tourist certificates, benefit from this package. Within the scope
of this package, enterprises can perform tax, social security payments, retirement and life insurance transactions under
suitable conditions from VakıfEmeklilik, suitable insurance products transactions under advantages conditions from
GüneşSigorta, factoring – leasing transactions with the cooperation of Vakıf Factoring and Vakıf Leasing, foreign
exchange transactions, foreign currency, effective buying and selling transactions.
*Tourism Support Loan: To prepare the tourism managers for the tourism season, it is given for the financing of their
working expenses in various maturities. With this credit, a flexible payment is offered that foresees the cast-to-cash
cycle. Up to 8 months, the credit with grace period can be provided.

6.5.3 KOBİDOST Manufacturing Sector Support Package
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Businesses that operate in the manufacturing sector can benefit from the supports in this package. Enterprises can
perform tax, SSK payments and Bağkur payments, retirement and life insurance transactions under suitable conditions
from VakıfEmeklilik, suitable insurance products transactions under advantages conditions from GüneşSigorta,
factoring – leasing transactions with the cooperation of Vakıf Factoring and Vakıf Leasing, foreign exchange
transactions, foreign currency, effective buying and selling transactions.
* Instalment Commercial Credit: In all the maturities towards business finance a credit with 4-month grace period by
equal instalment payments is given within 12-month periods.
* Investment Credit: Investment Credit is used for the financing of long term machine, appliance and/or equipment
purchases with grace period up to 1 year (with no capital payment, with once in 3 months interest payment).

6.5.4 KOBİDOST Export Sector Support Package
It is for the companies that export or conduct sales and deliveries counted as export as well as companies that conduct
activities which earn foreign exchange.
* Investment Credit: Investment Credit is used for the financing of long term machine, appliance and/or equipment
purchases with grace period up to 1 year (with no capital payment, with once in 3 months interest payment).

6.5.5 Service Sector Support Package
Consultancy and education service companies, agencies, organization companies, and caterings etc. which are in short
the companies in the service business benefit from this package. They can perform tax, SSK payments and Bağkur
payments, retirement and life insurance transactions under suitable conditions from VakıfEmeklilik, suitable insurance
products transactions under advantages conditions from GüneşSigorta, factoring – leasing transactions with the
cooperation of Vakıf Factoring and Vakıf Leasing, foreign exchange transactions, foreign currency, effective buying
and selling transactions.
* Instalment commercial credit: In the various maturities towards business finance, within 12-month periods, credit
with 4 –month grace period or within 3-month periods by equal instalment payment can be used. In order to provide
support for the expenses prior to the season, it provides credit opportunity with grace period when cash flow is less and
equal instalment credit for the remaining months.

6.6 Ziraat Bank Supports
Loan supports are provided for SMEs and producers and enterprises in the agricultural sector by Ziraat
Bank.Enterprises should apply to the branches in order to get detailed information on loans provided by Bank.
Provided type of loans are summarized below:

6.6.1 European Investment Bank Guaranteed SME Loans
This finance takes advantage of a guarantee provided under the European Community Competitiveness and Innovation
Framework Programme. In this way SMEs are given an opportunity to acquire fixed asset finance and operating capital
without any additional collateral and at attractive interest rates.
SMEs with annual revenue of no more 2 million Euro’s, no more than 10 employees and active for no more than 6 years
can apply for this support. Maximum loan limit is 50.000 TL. European Investment Fund guarantee is received for
individual enterprises. EIF guarantee in addition to personal guarantee is requested from legal entity. The support has
instalments for 1- 5 years with flexible repayment options.
*Reference and guarantee letters for enterprises are presented by bank.

6.6.2 Trade Plate Loans
Minibus, share taxi and commercial taxi owners involved in passenger transportation may take out loans with a term of
up 60 months in equal monthly instalments.

6.6.3 Agriculture Sector Loans
Loan is supported in the field of animal husbandry, crop production and aquaculture fishery by Bank. Furthermore,
farmer supports are available.

6.7 Garanti Bank Supports
Under the prepared SME Support Package Various loan opportunities are offered for enterprises and SMEs.Enterprises
should apply to the branches in order to get detailed information on loans provided by Bank.
* Start- up Loan: In the scope of the Loan up to TL 50.000 TL, up to 6 months grace period and at least 12 months,
maximum 36 months maturity loans are provided.
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*e- Commerce Loan: In the scope of the Loan up to TL 50.000 TL, up to 3 months grace period and at 12 months
maturity loans are provided.
*Women entrepreneur: Under the Loan, support for women entrepreneurs to 60 months maturity and favourable
interest rates are provided. Furthermore, support for Credit Guarantee Fund Project is given.
*Loan for Other sectors: Supports are provided for enterprises in operating agriculture, tourism, automotive and
furniture industry with the appropriate interest.

6.8 Akbank Supports
Export-import, operating and investment loans are provided for enterprises by Bank. Enterprises should apply to the
branches in order to get detailed information on loans provided by Bank.
* Loan for KOSGEB Co- Finance: The Bank is acting as an intermediary for the cash portion of the projects
supported by KOSGEB. Maturity is 36 months.
*Loan for the guarantee of the KGF: Loan is provided for enterprises within the scope of the Credit Guarantee Fund
application.

6.9 TürkEximbank Supports
Various loan facilities are provided by Bank. For detailed information on the loans should be applied to the Bank.

6.9.1 Short- Term Export Credits
*Rediscount Credit Programme
This pre-shipment financing facility is being executed within the framework of an additional limit to the post-shipment
discount limit extended to Bank by the Central Bank of Turkey. The Programme which requires an export commitment
aims at providing support to Turkish manufacturers, exporters and manufacturer-exporters with maturity up to 240 days
in the pre-shipment base. Promissory notes issued by exporters on behalf of Bank, which have the approval of banks
possessing a short-term letter of guarantee limit with TürkEximbank are discounted under this limit. This Programme
covers export transactions based on cash against documents and irrevocable letters of credit. Such transactions
including those based on cash against goods may also be discounted from TürkEximbank's own resources after
evaluation.
Export receivables with a maturity of up to 240 days are discounted by the Central Bank of Turkey. What is more
export receivables amounted up to 25 million USD with a maturity of up to 360 days can be discounted. The first part of
the receivable (up to 240 days) is discounted by the Central Bank and the residual part (extra 120 days) is discounted by
Turk Eximbank's own sources.
*Pre- Shipment Export Credit
The Pre- Shipment Export Credits are short- term credit facilities covering all sectors and providing financial support to
exporters starting from the early stages of production. Credits are extended either in TL or in foreign currency via
intermediary Turkish Commercial banks, which are allocated credit lines following an evaluation processes. These
commercial banks are responsible for the default risk of the borrowers.
The Pre- Shipment Turkish Lira Export Credit Programme allocates credits to Sectoral Foreign Trade Companies,
manufacturers, exporters and manufacturer-exporters of all sectors from the early stages of production for up to 100%
of the exporter's FOB export commitments. TürkEximbank determines interest rates on the basis of money market rates,
loan repayment periods and cost of funding. The maximum repayment period is 360 days.
30% of the credit limit allocated to each commercial bank is reserved for on-lending to SMEs.
Priority Investment Areas Export Credit Programme, which is sub-Programme under TL Programme offers more
favourable lending terms to companies located in the 61 provinces considered as Turkey's priority investment areas,
mainly the eastern and south-eastern provinces. Intermediary banks are required to extend at least 5% of their credit
limit to companies in these regions.
*Pre- Export Foreign Currency and Turkish Lira Credit
This credit facility is available to export-oriented manufacturers, manufacturer-exporters, and exporters, except Sectoral
Foreign Trade Companies and Foreign Trade Corporate Companies. It aims to increase the competitiveness of exporters
in international markets and support export projects in the preparatory stage. Credits, which are extended by
TürkEximbank directly to exporters upon their 100 % FOB export commitment, are provided up to 540 days in foreign
currency (US dollar, pounds sterling, Japanese yen, Euro) or Turkish Lira. Interest rates are the same as Pre-Shipment
Export Credits in foreign currency or Turkish Liras, respectively.
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*Pre- Export Credit Programme for SMEs
This is a short- term facility extended both in TL and in foreign currency to only small and medium-scale enterprises. It
aims to provide financial support to SMEs in the preparatory stage of their exports. Credits, which are extended by
TürkEximbank directly to only small and medium-scale enterprises exporters upon their 100 % FOB export
commitment, are provided up to 540 days in foreign currency (US dollar, pounds sterling, Japanese yen, Euro) or up to
360 days in Turkish Lira. Credit risk cannot exceed USD 500,000. The interest rates are lower than the interest rates
of Pre-Export Credits in foreign currency or Turkish Liras, respectively.
*Post Shipment Rediscount Credit Programme
This financing facility aims at increasing the competitiveness of Turkish exporters in international markets by enabling
them to sell Turkish goods on deferred payment terms and eliminating overseas risks thereby encouraging them to enter
into new and target markets.
This credit Programme is implemented using funds allocated by the Central Bank of Turkey. Export receivables subject
to bankers’ acceptances provided by commercial banks and/or irrevocable letters of credit and/or export receivables
which were insured by TürkEximbank Short- Term Export Credit Insurance policy are discounted by TürkEximbank.
Export receivables with a maturity up to 360 days are discounted on LIBOR+ spread, where spread is determined by
TürkEximbank.

6.9.2 Medium- Long Term Credits
*European Investment Bank Funded Investment Loan
This investment facility has been made available by the European Investment Bank aiming to increase the new
investments together with modernization and expansion projects in Turkey undertaken by Turkish export oriented or
foreign currency earning private sector enterprises in manufacturing, logistics and tourism industries. The enterprises
that have net fixed assets of less than EUR 75 million and fewer than 500 employees are eligible for this loan. The
projects to be financed under this loan facility are expected to be in conformity with the environmental regulations of
Turkey and the EU. The financial terms will be determined on a case-by-case basis by Turk Eximbank.
*Tourism Marketing Credit Programme
This Programme aims to provide financing to Turkish travel agencies and airline companies for their promotional and
marketing activities or services abroad and thus contribute to Turkey's balance of payments via increasing tourism
revenues. Travel agencies selected by the Ministry of Tourism and private airlines that have obtained a working
licence from the Ministry of Transportation and those that attract more than USD 500.000, - worth of foreign currency
to Turkey annually are eligible for this credit. The maximum repayment period is 18 months. The amount of credit is
limited to a maximum of 10% of the foreign currency attracted by firms and 80% of the total expenditures of the
proposed project, but it cannot exceed USD 2 million. But for the tour organizing travel agencies and airline
companies selected by the Ministry of Tourism, the maximum repayment period can exceed 18 months and the
amount of credit is limited to a maximum amount of 15% of the foreign currency earnings, but in any case cannot
exceed USD 4 million.
*Credit Programme for Participating to Overseas Trade Fairs
This Programme aims to provide financing to companies authorized by Under Secretariat of the Prime Ministry for
Foreign Trade to arrange fair organizations and companies attending these fairs to increase their market shares and
thus contribute to development of export. The credit is only extended as TL. Company limit for attending companies
is 100.000 TL, and for organizer ones is maximum 1.000.000 TL. The amount of credit is limited to 80% of the total
expenditures of the proposed project for attending firms and 30% for organizer ones, but in any case cannot exceed
the company limits. The repayment period is 360 days, and the interest rate is determined by Turk Eximbank.

6.10 Business Angels
Business Angels instrument has emerged as an important financing source for the operations in foreign countries, in
particular, in recent years. Business Angels are persons and institutions, which are making investments in the enterprise
establishment phase.The vast majority of Business Angels are company owner businessmen, who are in the ages of 3565.
Since Business Angels themselves are successful entrepreneurs in general, they create value for the companies, for
which they make investments, by providing mentoring in additional to investment.
Business Angels may act independently or they also may act as a group by merging resources and in this way they
could respond to greater financial needs. Business Angel Investors both follow the entrepreneurship opportunities that
they can utilize and support an investment which may be successful.
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The preferred entrepreneur of Business Angels is normally young, energetic, and honest with apositive outlook on life,
produce new ideas and have high motivation. Business Angel Investors pay attention to integratingthe visions of
businessownersthatrequest financial investment with their own vision, since they wish to add value to the companies.
The fact that potential return rate of investment is high is also important.
Activities of Business Angels are generally providing financial support, in the form of seed capital particularly in the
establishment of entrepreneurs operation, and providing information support after or in the stage of establishment of the
entrepreneurs operation.
Detail information is obtained from Business Angels Association of Turkey (www.melekyatirimcilerdernegi.org)
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